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of effort for key personnel from what was approved for this projects? No. 
A. Specific Aims The specific aims have not changed: (i) to create mining algorithms to discover potentially new 
knowledge from cardiovascular perfusion images and other (non-image) patient data; (ii) to use the knowledge derived 
from the mining efforts to enrich a knowledge-based system, PERFEX, designed to interpret the medical imagery and 
other data; and (iii) to extend knowledge-based (KB) processing and mining methods to distributed environments. 
B. Studies and Results Our first year of research resulted in 3 primary achievements: (1) Development of four 
computational elements necessary to support the major phases of the research: (i) design of a data format suitable for 
efficient mining of images and other clinical data; (ii) design and construction of a medical database (DB) consisting 
of these image and non-image data, (iii) creation of a DB management system (DBMS); and (iv) design and 
implementation of an architecture and middleware to support both distributed knowledge discovery and 
knowledge-based processing; (2) Design and implementation of innovative mining algorithms; and (3) Validation of 
the results generated by the mining algorithms with the clinical DB. These are briefly summarized below. 
An architecture was designed and implemented that allows a remote (physician) "client" to submit his/her 
medical data for clinical interpretation using a JAVA-enabled WWW browser. The data thus submitted is translated 
into a prespecified format, and subsequently processed by the KB system PERFEX (within a few seconds). A report 
is produced presenting a medical interpretation of the patient data that can be queried by the user. Significantly, the 
same architecture serves to provide additional information for mining, as the files submitted by externa] clients 
augment the underlying, global DB. In addition, a search was conducted of the Emory U. Cardiac DB to identify 
patients who had undergone both perfusion (SPECT) studies and coronary angiography (the latter is used as a gold 
standard in the detection of coronary artery disease), yielding an initial set of 661 patient files containing both image 
and clinical patient information. The records contain nearly 150 fields that are quite comprehensive in terms of 
diagnostic significance. These clinical files have been converted into a new binary format that optimizes mining 
efficiency (files from external medical centers will be converted to mis efficient format also). The DB combined with 
the new formal (and translation programs) form the initial core of clinical information to be mined and to subsequently 
enrich the KB system with knowledge that may be new or confirmed with improved statistics. 
An innovative mining algorithm was implemented that allows: an unlimited number of records (patient files), 
a high number of fields per record, flexible data input formats, and the addition or deletion of records. This permits 
incremental mining whereby the entire data set does not have to be mined again if a few records are added or deleted. 
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computational time as suggested by the medical data thus far studied. The efficiency of the mining algorithm has been 
studied, showing that is of the order of the square of the number of associations (i.e., rules found), and efforts are 
already underway to further improve efficiency. In addition, a DBMS was developed to address the problem of the 
'dynamic nature of the DB, since the data records can easily increase or decrease over time. A relational DB has been 
designed consisting of patient-related information, data-format (and translation) information, and information related 
to rules or associations resulting from mining operations; there are seven relations in this scheme (as will be reported 
in a publication under preparation). A 288 patient subset has been used to test and validate the data mining algorithm, 
which in turn served to also validate the new data format. The results of mining this dataset, as described earlier, 
showed that the performance (in particular the specificity) of the knowledge base can be improved through the 
inclusion of patient symptoms, EKG results, chest attenuation, and several other clinical information records. We are 
currently verifying new patterns that appear to be new knowledge, and expect to validate these findings very soon with 
the entire (larger) DB. 
C. Significance The creation of a preliminary Web-based system that allows remote KB processing is a potentially 
powerful contribution since such a system would (a) permit a physician (or, more generally, a remote user) to quickly 
and easily obtain an interpretation of a patient case consisting of both image and other clinical information, and (b) 
permit this same patient record to be added to a global DB that will subsequently be mined to uncover potentially new 
associations or rules. Also, the creation of an incremental DB mining algorithm for finding associations is an important 
contribution not only because of the potential of uncovering new relationships in the medical data, but also because 
it allows the incremental addition or deletion of data records without having to redo much of the mining operations 
anew. Performance studies have also resulted in improvements in algorithm efficiency. 
It should be noted that the thrust of our efforts during this first year of research has been placed on designing 
and constructing the underlying DB, DBMS, algorithms, and communications architecture, methods and tools, rather 
than on actual discovery of new knowledge or distributed KB processing. Although this may not appear to be a 
"spectacular" research result, it was actually an expected one, since the computational investigations performed in this 
first phase are foundational to, and required by, the subsequent KB processing and mining operations in distributed 
settings. In addition, it should be observed that the development and implementation of these informational and 
middleware methods and tools represent a significant effort in terms of iterative design, software engineering, 
algorithmic efficiency analysis, and sheer programming workload. 
D. Plans for Next Funding Period The plans do not deviate from our proposed program, focusing on six research 
goals: (1) implementation of the mining algorithms with a large, local DB of 1000 patient cases (most of which has 
recently been created); (2) execution of incremental mining algorithms with the data records obtained via the Internet 
and derived from the five external sites collaborating on the project (as set forth in the proposal); (3) development 
of algorithms for mining time-sequence data (i.e., records which have changed over time); (4) analysis and validation 
of knowledge resulting from the mining (in terms of either new knowledge, inferences that confirm existing 
knowledge, or information that may be in conflict with currently existing knowledge); (5) creation of an interface that 
will facilitate the visualization and/or interpretation of mining results; (6) further refinement of the web-based version 
of PERFEX such that it becomes externally accessible as well as increasingly efficient and interactive; and (7) 
implementation of visualization and query operations in PERFEX to further enhance and support remote consultations. 
As results emerge from mining and remote knowledge-based processing, we plan to publish and disseminate the 
findings throughout the clinical, medical informatics, and database communities. 
E. Publications 
1." Knowledge-Guided Visualization of 3D Medical Imagery" to be published in Future Generations Computer 
Systems, Elsevier Science B.V., Special Issue on Scientific Visualization. 
2. "Mining of Cardiovascular Medical Images" to appear in ACM SIGBIO Newsletter, special issue on Biomedical 
Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining. 
As noted above, manuscripts are under preparation as results from mining and remote KB processing operations 
emerge. 
F. Project-Generated Resources As the first year of research comes to an end, the main resources generated thus 
far are a medical DB especially formatted for mining, incremental mining algorithms, and middleware methods and 
tools supporting web-based consultations with the knowledge-based system PERFEX. Although these algorithms and 
tools are still undergoing iterative re-design and refinement (emphasizing efficiency and ease-of-use), we strongly feel 
that these efforts can potentially serve as a model for other distributed image mining and KB processing applications. 
G. Inventions and Patents None. 
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(A) SPECIFIC AIMS 
The overall objective of the research program remains to discover potentially new knowledge regarding the assessment 
of coronary artery disease (CAD) by mining image and non-image databases both locally and at remote sites. 
Similarly, the three specific aims have also remained the same, as discussed next. 
(B AND C) STUDIES, RESULTS, AND SIGNIFICANCE 
During the current budget year, there has been substantial progress toward these three aims. These achievements and 
their significance are as follows: 
Aim #1: Knowledge Discovery. There were four main thrusts related to this specific aim: 
(i) After pre-filtering our patient data base (as explained in (ii) below) to retain only parameters associated with 
stress perfusion image characteristics and the results of coronary angiography, we were able to generate close to 900 
meaningful interpretation rules associating the location of stress perfusion defects to the jeopardized coronary vessel 
territory. As reported in [Coo99], this is perhaps the most medically meaningful accomplishment: the discovery of 
potentially new knowledge regarding the relationships that may exist between image data, non-image data, and the 
assessment of coronary artery disease. 
(ii) Rule-Finding Algorithm: Our initial association-mining algorithm was originally developed to work on records 
consisting of binary attributes. However, this past year we obtained a more complete dataset wherein each record 
consists of 62 attributes of alphanumeric/numeric data that are clinically meaningful (e.g., patient symptoms, 
electrocardiographic information, etc; see the attached publications). For the mining algorithms to fully exploit the 
richness of the data, the data had to be translated to records with binary attributes. Thus, data-filtering techniques were 
developed to perform this translation and also to improve algorithm efficiency. tThe significance of this effort is the 
creation of an innovative procedure with which to both filter and translate multiply-valued data into meaningful 
subsets in a binary representation, as reported in [Ord99a]. Importantly, a user interface (Ul) was designed to facilitate 
mining operations (Figure 1). This UI will allow the mining algorithms to be used directly by clinical users. 
(iii) A Clustering Algorithm to Discover Interesting Subspaces of Multidimensional Data: In this work, we 
examined the problem of more efficiently handling records containing multiple numeric attributes. The basic concept 
is that potentially interesting patterns in such data can be discerned by finding clusters. We have developed a 
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clustering algorithm to discover low- and high-density regions in subspaces of multidimensional data for mining. 
Regions are considered interesting when they have a minimum "volume" and involve some maximum number of 
dimensions. This innovative and fast algorithm discovers high density regions (clusters) and low density regions 
(outliers, negative clusters, holes, empty regions) at the same time, as reported in [Ord99b]. 
(iv) An Alternative Metric for Support in Mining Associations from Databases: In finding associations, support is 
used as an indicator as to whether an association is interesting. In this work, we introduced an alternative measure 
of interestingness called bond. We proved that the antimonotonicity property related to support also applies to bond. 
This is important, because it allows the mining program to prune the search space when looking for interesting 
associations. We also proved that if associations have a minimum bond, then those associations will have a given 
lower bound on their minimum support and the rules produced from those associations will have a given lower bound 
on their minimum confidence as well. This basic contribution is described in [Omi99]. 
Aim # 2 : Knowledge Base (KB) Enrichment The results of the mining operations are cast in the form of rules that 
are subsequently validated and introduced into our KB system, PERFEX, which is designed to interpret stress/rest 
myocardial perfusion. This system was validated using 655 prospective patient studies from Emory University [Gar991. 
The certainty factors used by PERFEX, which reflect the severity of the perfusion defect, were modified to be an 
adjustable, more accurate variable. This analysis suggested that, in some cases, a change in the value of this factor 
resulted in no statistically significant differences between the automatic interpretations made by PERFEX and those 
made by human experts when using coronary angiography as a gold standard. Importantly, in other cases PERFEX 
actually showed superior performance relative to the human experts. The significance of this work is that the results 
of mining can improve the statistical (and probabilistic) foundations of rule-based processing, and that mining can also 
uncover knowledge that can be validated and incorporated in a KB system to consistently accurately interpret the 
medical information [Gar99]. 
Aim #3: Distributed Knowledge Discovery. We have begun to collect 400 patient studies from four collaborating 
sites (100 cases from each site) that will serve as our remote facilities for validation and evaluation, as proposed. 
These sites are Dr. Jack Ziffer's lab at Miami Baptist in Florida, Dr. Gordon DePuey at Roosevel-St-Lukes in NYC, 
Dr. Timothy Bateman at Cardiovascular Consultants in Kansas City and Dr. Jaume Candell Riera at Hospital Vail 
D'Hebron in Barcelona, Spain. This effort consists of (a) transmitting both the image data sets and textual data for 
each patient, and (b) translating both the textual DB records as well as the imagery (the latter also requiring 
pre-processing) to a predetermined format. We will have all 400 patient studies on site by January 2000 and totally 
translated and ready to use subsequently. In addition to these efforts, a test demonstrating remote access to PERFEX 
(a Web-based version of PERFEX) has been performed. 
(D) PLANS FOR NEXT YEAR OF SUPPORT 
During the next project period, we will continue to collect patient data both locally and at remote sites. Aims (2) and 
(3) will see increased activity during this period, as originally proposed. The translation and filtering methods will 
be further improved to handle heterogeneity of the DBs from different sites. It is likely that the increased number of 
records will not only help to discover potentially new knowledge, but may also uncover site-dependent biases and 
other trends. Algorithmic improvements such as clustering, bond, and filtering will be further explored. Importantly, 
with the introduction of the user interface, the mining algorithm will be placed directly in the hands of clinical users. 
As the data filtering and mining algorithms become more robust, and usable, and as more data records become 
available, it is expected that mining results will increasingly lead to the discovery of interesting knowledge. Thus, a 
major thrust of the next period will be to prepare and submit numerous manuscripts on medical knowledge discovery 
and validation, efficient mining algorithms, and Web-based image interpretation. 
(E) PUBLICATIONS 
Coo99 Cooke CD, Ordonez C, Garcia EV, Omiecinski E, Krawczynska EG, Folks RD, Santana CA, de Braal L, 
Ezquerra N: Data mining of large myocardial perfusion SPECT databases to improve diagnostic decision 
making. J Nucl Med 1999, 40 (5), p292P 
Gar99 Garcia EV, Cooke CD, Folks RD, Santana CA, Krawczynska EG, Ezquerra NF, Vansant JP, Ziffer JA,: 
Expert system interpretation of myocardial perfusion tomograms: validation using 655 prospective patients. 
J Nucl Med 1999, 40 (5), pl26P 
Omi99 E. Omiecinski, "An Alternative for Support in Mining Associations in Databases" (manuscript to be submitted 
for publication) (1999). 
Ord99a Carlos Ordonez and Edward Omiecinski, "Discovering Association Rules based on Image Content," IEEE 
Advances in Digital Libraries Conference, May (1999). 
Ord99b C. Ordonez, E. Omiecinski, S. Navathe and N. Ezquerra, "A Clustering Algorithm to Discover Low and High 
Density Hyper-Rectangles in Subspaces of Multidimensional Data," Georgia Tech Technical Report: 
GIT-CC-99-20 (to be submitted for publication). (1999) 
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R I G H T S ( F O R M H H S 4 4 1 O R H H S 6 9 0 ) ; • H A N D I C A P P E D I N D I V I D U A L S ( F O R M H H S 
6 4 1 O R H H S 6 9 0 ) ; • S E X D I S C R I M I N A T I O N ( F O R M H H S 6 3 9 - A O R H H S 6 9 0 ) ; 
• A G E D I S C R I M I N A T I O N ( F O R M H H S 6 8 0 O R 6 9 0 ) ; • F I N A N C I A L CONFL ICT O F I N T E R E S T 
2. P R O G R A M I N C O M E (SEE INSTRUCTIONS, PAGE 10) 
ALL A P P L I C A T I O N S M U S T I N D I C A T E W H E T H E R P R O G R A M I N C O M E IS A N T I C I P A T E D D U R I N G T H E P E R I O D ( S ) FOR W H I C H G R A N T S U P P O R T IS R E Q U E S T E D . IF P R O G R A M I N C O M E 
IS A N T I C I P A T E D , U S E T H E F O R M A T B E L O W TO REFLECT T H E A M O U N T A N D S O U R C E ( S ) . 
B U D G E T P E R I O D A N T I C I P A T E D A M O U N T S O U R C E ( S ) 
3 . F A C I L I T I E S A N D A D M I N I S T R A T I O N ( F & A ) C O S T S 
I N D I C A T E T H E A P P L I C A N T O R G A N I Z A T I O N ' S M O S T R E C E N T F & A C O S T RATE E S T A B L I S H E D 
WITH T H E A P P R O P R I A T E D H H S R E G I O N A L O F F I C E , O R , I N T H E C A S E O F FORPROFTT 
O R G A N I Z A T I O N S , T H E RATE E S T A B L I S H E D WITH T H E A P P R O P R I A T E P H S A G E N C Y C O S T 
A D V I S O R Y O F F I C E . F & A C O S T S WILL N O R B E P A I D O N F O R E I G N G R A N T S , CONSTRUCTION 
| | D H H S A G R E E M E N T D A T E D : . 
| | N O D H H S A G R E E M E N T , B U T R A T E E S T A B L I S H E D WITH 
G R A N T S , G R A N T S T O F E D E R A L O R G A N I Z A T I O N S , G R A N T S TO I N D I V I D U A L S , A N D C O N F E R ­
E N C E G R A N T S . F O L L O W A N Y A D D I T I O N A L INSTRUCTIONS P R O V I D E D FOR R E S E A R C H 
C A R E E R A W A R D S , INSTITUTIONAL N A T I O N A L R E S E A R C H S E R V I C E A W A R D S , A N D 
S P E C I A L I Z E D G R A N T A P P L I C A T I O N S . 
| I N O F & A C O S T S R E Q U E S T E D . 
D A T E 
C A L C U L A T I O N * 
E N T I R E P R O P O S E D B U D G E T P E R I O D : 
A M O U N T O F B A S E $ X R A T E A P P L I E D % = F & A C O S T S $ 
A D D TO TOTAL DIRECT C O S T S F R O M F O R M P A G E 2 A N D E N T E R N E W TOTAL O N F A C E P A G E , I T E M 9 B . 
' C H E C K A P P R O P R I A T E B O X ( E S ) : 
| | S A L A R Y A N D W A G E S B A S E Q M O D I F I E D TOTAL DIRECT C O S T S B A S E Q O T H E R B A S E (EXPLAIN BELOW) 
| | O F F - S I T E , O T H E R S P E C I A L R A T E , O R M O R E T H A N O N E RATE I N V O L V E D (EXPLAIN BELOW) 
E X P L A N A T I O N (ATTACH SEPARATE SHEET, IF NECESSARY.): 
P H S 2 5 9 0 ( R E V . 4 / 9 8 ) ( F O R M P A G E 6 ) P A G E F 
E M O R Y U N I V E R S I T Y 
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1734 N . Decatur Road, Suite 510 
Atlanta, Georgia 30322 
P h o n * 404/727-2503 
Fax: 404/727.2397 or 2509 
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November H f 1999 
Kathy Bean 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
801 Atlantic Drive 
College of Computing 
Atlanta, GA 30332-0280 
RE: NIH Application 
Principal Investigator (Emory) - Dr. Ernest Garcia 
Dear Ms. Bean: 
The purpose o f this letter is to inform you that the appropriate prograrnmauc and administrative 
personnel at Emory University involved in this grant application are aware o f the PHS 
consortium policy and are prepared to establish the necessary inter-institutional agreement 
consistent wiih thai policy. 
If you have any questions or concerns p l e a s e . f e e l f ^ ^ 
Sincerely, 
^NarL? L ^ W u ^ m s o Z ^ ^ 
Assistant V.P. for Research 
A n equal opportunity, affirmative action univernty 
DD Principal Investigator/Program Director (Last, first, middle): Enter 
F R O M T H R O U G H 
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C.David Cooke 1 Scientist 12 30% 56,187 16,983. 3,634.| 20.617. 
' Research 
Russell Folks J Technologist 12 29% 52,885 15.452. 3,307., 18.758. 
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; 0% | 0. 0. 0. 
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C O N S O R T I U M / C O N T R A C T U A L J D I R E C T C O S T S 0 
1 ° -
C O S T S | F A C I L I T I E S A N D A D M I N I S T R A T I O N C O S T S $37,080 | 37,080. 
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BUDGET J U S T I F I C A T I O N 
Personnel : 
Emest V. Garcia Ph.D. - is the Principal investigator of the Emory subcontract. Dr. Garcia 
is a physicist with 22 years experience in the development of imaging algorithms 
particularly in nuclear cardiology. Dr. Garcia has been responsible for the development of 
computer methods for quantifying planar and tomographic myocardial perfusion studies 
that are currently in use in over 3,000 institutions world-wide. Dr. Garcia has had a major 
role in the development, justification and validation of the heuristic rules in the PERFEX 
expert system. Dr. Garcia's role in this proposal is to give clinical and scientific guidance, 
to assist in the design of algorithms, neural nets, expert systems and all aspects of the 
validation. He will be responsible for the Emory budget and personnel. He is scheduled to 
be funded for 12% of his time. 
Elzbieta Krawczynska M.D.. Ph.D. - is a co-investigator and an Assistant Professor in 
Radiology. She is a cardiologist with extensive clinical experience as well as experience in 
nuclear cardiology procedures. Her role will be to provide assurance that all methodology 
is consistent with the clinical aspects of nuclear cardiology. She will perform all data-base 
analysis, tabulation of results and will also serve as an expert observer in interpreting 
patient studies. She is scheduled to be funded for 15% of her time. 
C. David Cooke. MSEE - is a computer scientist and an Assistant Professor of Radiology. 
He is an electrical engineer with extensive experience in computer hardware and software. 
In particular he has developed an expertise in the development environment of expert 
system shells. His role will be to develop software to communicate between medical 
imaging files and all forms of systems input. He will also perform all additional knowledge 
base and database mining algorithm implementation with clinical data. He will be the main 
developer of all algorithms generated by the personnel from this subcontract. He is 
scheduled to be funded for 30% of his time. 
Russell Folks. R.T. - is a nuclear medicine research technologist with 9 years experience in 
research methods. His role will be in the processing patient studies (for research purposes), 
analysis, photographing and storing all of the studies used to develop and validate the 




$250/yr is requested for the following computer supplies dedicated to this project: 1) Five 
8mm tapes ($55), 2) 5 Zip disks ($50) are also requested to store our processed research 
studies 3) $145 for 150 sheets of color paper to record our research imaging results on 
printed paper for hard copy storage and for publications (we use about 400 sheets per year), 
The supplies requested are used in the Medical Development Imaging Center specifically for 
the research projects in this proposal. Since this project is almost exclusively for research and 
development of imaging database techniques and images take up a large amount of storage, 
there is a moderate amount of storage requirement. 
Photographic Supplies: 
$250/yr is requested for film to record original data, for slides and video tapes associated 
with this research. 
Travel: 
$1,158 is requested to pay in part for one trip to present results from these investigations at 
clinical/technical meetings or to interact with one of the collaborating sites. 
Other expenses -
Software maintenance: A 60% allocation of the software maintenance for the Blaze expert 
software is requested. This is the software that runs PERFEX. The expert system being 




Garcia, Ernest V 
ACTIVE 
HL42052-1t (Garcia) 12/01/88-12/31/99 Garcia 20% effort 
NIH/NHLB1 $233,896 (direct) 
A unified approach to quantify and visualize cardiac imagery 
The major goal of this project is to multi-dimensionally quantify, unify, and visualize the 
arterial tree and the myocardial perfusion distribution. No overlap with this grant. 
Cooke 25% effort, Folks 23% effort, 0% effort for others 
NO GRANTS PENDING 
Renewal of HL40252 is pending. 
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IP Scientific Paper Abstracts 
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322P COMPUTER EXHIBITS 
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The data and opinions appearing in the abstracts and advertisements 
described herein are the sole responsibility of the contributor or 
advertiser. The publisher, the Scientific Program Committee, the 
reviewers, the SNM staff and their respective employees, officers 
and agents are not responsible for the consequences of reliance on 
data, opinion or statement contained herein. It is the responsibility of 
every practitioner to evaluate the appropriateness of a particular 
opinion in the context of actual clinical situations and with due 
consideration to new developments. 
Proceedings of the 46th Annual Meeting Poster Sessions 
No. 1290 
DATA MINING OF LARGE MYOCARDIAL PERFUSION 
SPECT (MPS) DATABASES TO IMPROVE DIAGNOSTIC 
DECISION MAKING. C. D. Cooke*, C. Ordonez, E. V. Garcia, 
E. Omiecinski. E. G. Krawczynska. R. D. Folks, C. A. Santana. L. 
DeBraal, N. F. Ezqucrra, Emory University, Atlanta. GA: Georgia 
Institute of Technology, Atlanta. GA. (101208) 
Data m in ing is the automated d iscovery o f unknown, nontr iv ia l and po­
tent ia l ly useful i n fo rmat ion f r o m large databases. O b j e c t i v e : To discover 
associations between tex tua l / imaging data in large MPS databases to be 
used for imp rov ing diagnost ic decis ion mak ing by either human experts or 
expert systems. M e t h o d s : A database was generated f rom 654 patients 
w h o had undergone both stress/rest MPS and coronary angiography (CA). 
The database combined textual patient and C A in format ion f rom the car­
d iac data bank w i t h imag ing in fo rma t ion f r o m the'output o f the CEqual 
p rog ram fo r quan t i f y ing MPS. These files were converted to a format 
where each f ie ld became a b inary variable as required by the data min ing 
a lgo r i t hm. For each patient, this resulted in 475 separate binary variables 
fo r the textual fields and 64 per per fus ion defect. Two approaches were 
used to reduce the huge number o f possible associations ( IF & T H E N 
rules) found by the system. First , a field f i l t e r ing program was used to fo­
cus the associations to speci f ic f ields such as the relat ion " I F MPS defect 
T H E N C A stenosis". Second the associations were l imi ted IO at least a 
2 0 % s u p p o r t (s ta t is t ica l s i gn i f i cance ) and a 9 0 % confidence ( ru le 
strength). These variables were then input to a novel data min ing algo­
r i t h m wh ich s igni f icant ly reduced I/O and C P U overhead. Resul ts: In i t ia l 
m in i ng has resulted in 950 rules and their associated confidences. We are 
in the process o f compar ing these rules to those in our previously devel­
oped expert system for interpret ing M P S and in convening the confidence 
found to certainty factors used by the expert system tor an expected over­
all improvement in diagnost ic accuracy. C o n c l u s i o n : Data m in ing o f large 
databases o f combined textual and imag ing in format ion promises to i m ­
prove the diagnostic accuracy o f human experts and expert systems. 
No. 1291 
DESCRIPTION AND PERFORMANCE OF A NUCLEAR 
MEDICINE RELATIONAL DATABASE MANAGEMENT 
SYSTEM FOR MINING PATIENT FOLLOW-UP. W. E. 
Gainey*. S. J. Cullom, K. L. Moutray, J. A. Case. J. H. Okeefe. A. 
I. McGhie. T. M. Bateman. Mid America Heart Institute. Kansas 
City, MO; Cardiovascular Consultants. P.C., Kansas Ciiv, MO. 
( I 0 I 3 I 7 ) 
I n t r o d u c t i o n : Nuclear Med ic ine databases are increasingly ut i l ized for 
charac te r i z ing pat ient management patterns. Flat Fi le Databases 
( F F D B ) . c o m m o n l y used in nuclear medic ine dcpartments.only permit I to 
I association o f a single study w i t h a f in i te number o f fo l low-up events, 
many w h i c h are redundant. A Relat ional Database Management System 
( R D B M S ) is a general ized approach to data m in i ng wh ich permits a I to 
Many relat ionship w i t h an arb i t rary number o f fo l l ow-up fields by ut i l i z ­
ing unique data ident i f iers. Fo l l ow -up is def ined as addi t ional studies f rom 
external databases P T C A . C A B G . CATH.and professional intervention v ia 
quest ionnaire. We have imp lemented an R D B M S into a large nuclear de­
partment and compared the performance o f the exist ing FFDB for deter­
m ina t i on o f patient f o l l o w - u p . M e t h o d o l o g y : Searchable data for this 
study inc luded such f o l l ow -up patient i n fo rma t i on variables as subsequent 
studies and procedures, professional in teract ion, and major events ( i .e . 
M I .Dea th ) . Each database was quer ied for f o l l ow-up on the same ran­
d o m l y selected 1000 pat ients. The representative sample o f findings was 
analyzed for % o f patients w i t h data redundancy in fo l low-up, and total 
number o f unique f o l l ow-up events. C o n c l u s i o n : Th is study il lustrates 
that a R D B M S e l iminated redundancy in patient fo l l ow-up compared to 
the t radi t ional methods o f data m i n i n g . 
Results (p<0.05) 
Redundancy in Pt. Follow-Up 
Patient (%) Events 
FFDB lb.1 
RDBMS 0 0 
No. 1292 
CAN A VOICE RECOGNITION DICTATION SYSTEM 
FOR NUCLEAR MEDICINE REPORTS BE 
SUCCESSFULLY USED IN AN ACADEMIC HOSPITAL 
SETTING? L. M. Fig*. B. Shapiro. R. S. Steventon, M. D. Gross. 
Veterans Administration Medical Center, Ann Arbor. MI. 
(500455) 
Object ives: Prompt delivery o f accurately transcribed Nuclear M e d i ­
c ine ( N M ) reports is the goal o f every N M department. Computer systems 
that convert d ic ta t ion direct ly into text are becoming more w ide ly ava i l ­
able. The purpose o f this study was to determine the sui tabi l i ty o f a c o m ­
mercial voice act ivated dictat ion system ( V A D S ) for implementat ion i n a 
VA teaching N M department where r a d i o l o g y / N M residents w i t h h igh ly 
var iable c l in i ca l exper ience/ t ra in ing and speech accent rotate week ly . 
Methods: I ) The accuracy o f the V A D S (MedSpeak. I B M ) was evaluated 
in a s imulated c l in i ca l sett ing: (3 residents ( 8 M . SF) and 3 staff N M phys i ­
cians w i thou t p r io r exposure to V A D S dictated standardized reports w h i c h 
contained typical wo rd ing for cardiac, bone and lung V / Q studies. In i t ia l 
dictat ions using the standard (non-enrol led) voice recogni t ion program 
were graded for accuracy and expressed as % words incorrect ly t ran­
scr ibed. 2) Personal voice enrol lments were per formed for inaccuracy 
> 5 % and the d ic tat ion repeated. 3 ) Turnaround t ime for c l in ica l report 
complet ion was assessed for comparable periods before and after imple­
mentat ion o f the V A D S . Results: Overa l l , mean inaccuracy o f 10 subjects 
w i th standard US accents was 5.9% and for 5 w i t h non-US accents was 
11.25%. Inaccuracy was signif icant ly greater for women residents than 
men for both US and non-US accents (11 .9% vs. 3 .4% for US accents and 
22.95% vs. X.325% for non-US accents). Fo l l ow ing personal enrol lment 
mean overal l inaccuracy fel l f rom 7.75% to 3.9%. First day ind iv idua l 
t ra in ing took a mean o f 47 min (wi thout personal voice enro l lment) plus 
60 m i n for enro l lment : addit ional support was required for 2-3 days to an­
swer specif ic questions (total estimated t ime 30 mih/resideni /day). Report 
turnaround t ime was reduced by 51 -2'S- al ter in t roduct ion o f V A D S . C o n ­
clusions: V A D S can be successfully integrated into an academic mult iuser 
N M sett ing. These systems may reduce report turnaround t ime but serious 
considerat ion must be given to the t ime/personnel e l f o n involved i n : I ) ad­
equate t ra in ing o f ro ta t ing residents and 2 ) personal en ro l lmen t o f 
women's voices and nun-US accents. 
No. 1293 
SIMPLE LOW-COST VARIABLE-RESOLUTION 
TELERADIOLOGY SYSTEM. C. K . Hoh*. J . Darling. V. J . 
Neal. J. Czernin, Long Beach Community Medical Center. Long 
Beach, CA; University o f California at L o s Angeles Medical 
Center, Los Angeles. C A . ( 1 0 0 8 2 4 ) 
To provide coverage o f emergency and rout ine nuclear medic ine s tud­
ies a l af f i l ia ted hospitals w i i h a distance o f over 30 mi les f rom U C L A , a 
s imple te leradio logy system was imp lemented . A large f lat bed trans­
parency scanner (12.2 x 17.2*) connected to a personal computer (PC) was 
instal led at each site. To scan in the images, the technologist uses software 
suppl ied w i t h the scanner. Photoshop (Adobe Systems Inc.) . A l ternat ive ly , 
for technologist un fami l ia r w i th the system, the scanner can be ent irety 
cont ro l led by the interpret ing physician using remote contro l sof tware. 
p c A N Y W H E R E (Symantec). The remote contro l also a l lows the phys i ­
cians to rescan a por t ion o f the image using a h igher resolut ion (up to 1200 
d p i ) . Images were saved as > JPEG f i les and transfered us ing 
p c A N Y W H E R E v ia a 28K modem to home PCs or mobi le/cel lu lar PCs. 
For a 11x14" C X R scanned in at 200 d p i . 2 minutes were required fo r a 
f i le transfer. A d o b e Photoshop was used as the image d isp lay sof tware at 
the home and mob i le sites. Since 4 /98. over 140 images were t ransmit ted, 
wh ich inc luded V / Q scan ( & C X R s K 7 9 % ) , G l b leeding. H I D A . W B C . and 
bone scans. Image qual i ty was excellent and there was no di f ference be­
tween the te leradio logy image interpretations and the final reports based 
on the actual film readings. A simple te leradiology system is feasible us­
ing a large fiat bed transparency scanner. Since the system is based o n 
film, there is no conversion o f proprietary image f i le formats; however, no 
cine or gated images can be v iewed. Th is system has: I ) no compromise 
i n diagnost ic image qual i ty . 2) capabi l i ty fo r a l l imag ing modal i t ies. 3) to ­
ta l system cost o f less than $5000 per site. 4 ) no special requirements fo r 
software p rogramming or service support. 5 ) no special t ra in ing for re­
mote site technologists, 6) secure file transfers using a regular phone l ine. 
O O T D 
Scientific Papers Proceedings of the 46th Annual Meetit stress ratio was the . I ress ratio <45% optimized \lf* id speci­ficity =96%). Appl )upof58 ICMPand 31 NCN. , ^,
 r.__ i a sensi-tivity=42% and specificity=90%. Conclusions: Presence of a severe stress myocardial perfusion defect is a halmark of ICMP. An objective value of a stress ratio <45% is a very specific marker for differentiating [CMP from NCMP by SPECT. 
stricted to the myocardium distal to the membranous septum, a marked duction in V was noted, with the INTER declining form 5.01 to 3.77 in < resting studies. Conclusions: Image processing accounts for a substani amount of the V noted in serial imaging studies. An additional import factor in V is due to pt positioning and image acquisition (INTRA). Tn eating quantitation at the begining of septal dropout substantialy redu V. Advances in automated processing may help to reduce V. Establish the limits of test reproducibility may help define true changes in se SPECT imaging. 
Patient LVEF EOV Straw Study Ret Study Group (n) <%) Ratio Extent Ratio Extent INTRA INTER NCMP (63) 25±9 188174 5114 2191190 5115 2221160 STRESS 4.04 4.05 tCMP(81) 2618 182±66 41±7* 6031339* 42±7* 5291346. REST 3.65 5.01 EDV«efxJ-diasto*c volume; *p<1x10! vs NCM 
No. 50B EXPERT SYSTEM (PERFEX) INTERPRETATION OF MYOCARDIAL PERFUSION TOMOGRAMS: VALIDATION USING 655 PROSPECTIVE PATIENTS. E. V. Garcia*, C. D. Cooke. R. D. Folks, C. A. Santana, E. G. Krawczynska, N. F. Ezquerra, J. P. Vansant, J. A. Ziffer, Emory University, Atlanta, GA; Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, GA. (100761) Objective: To validate PERFEX in identifying the presence (P) and lo­cation (L) of CAD using 655 stress/rest myocardial perfusion prospective SPECT studies in patients who also underwent coronary arteriography (cath). Methods: Using data from 461 other patient studies we imple­mented and refined 253 heuristic rules that best correlated the P and L of perfusion defects (PDs) on SPECT studies with cath demonstrated CAD and with expert visual interpretations. The PDs were identified from polar CEqual maps as pixels with counts below gender-matched normal limits. PERFEX uses' the certainty of the L, size, shape and reversibility of the PDs to infer the certainty of the P and L of CAD. The patient population was comprised of480 CAD patients and 175 normals, 449 were males and 206 females. The visual interpretations (V) of slices and maps, vessel stenosis from cath (C) and PERFEX (Px) interpretations were all accessed automaticaly from data bases and used to automaticaly generate inter comparisons as shown in the table below. Results: PERFEX demon­strated a significantly higher sensitivity and lower specificity than visual interpretation for identifying the P and L of CAD (*p<.05 vs cath). Con­clusion: PERFEX provides fast (<15secs) and clinically useful interpre­tations and justifications. 
CAD 
SN. 




SN* RCA SP* VvsC 87 21 69 59 61 86 73 71 PivtC 93 18 84 27 • 76 47 82 45 PxvaV 94 34 91 38 94 60 90 60 No. 509 
VARIABILITY OF MYOCARDIAL PERFUSION SPECT: CONTRIBUTION OF REPETITIVE PROCESSING, ACQUISTION, AND TESTING. L. A. MacDonald*. M. D. Elliott, S. M. Leonard, M. A. Parker, M. W. Groch, S. M. Spies, R. C. Hendel, Northwestern University, Chicago, IL. (500523) Background: Although tomographic perfusion imaging is a mainstay in the evaluation of pis with known or suspected coronary artery disease, the variability (V) of the technique is poorly defined, which is especialy per­tinent for serial imaging. Methods: Accordingly, 10 pts underwent re­peated stress and rest SPECT: all pts underwent both stress and rest imag­ing on separate days (inter-test V; INTER). An additional acquisition was alsq obtained (same day) for each of the stress and rest studies (intra-test V; INTRA). Furthermore, each acquitision was reprocessed. Polar plots were then constructed for each data set and divided into 9 regions (septal, anterior, inferior and lateral regions in the base and mid-cavity, apical re­gion). The mean activity per region calculated as percentage of maximum activity in the image. The processing V, INTRA, and INTER was then de­termined by comparing each corresponding image pair and represented as the standard error of the measurement (SEM). Results: The SEM is dis­played in the table for INTRA and INTER. INTRA accounted for 99% and 73% of the stress and rest INTER, respectively. Repeat processing had a SEM of 1.87, which accounts for about one-half of the observed V. The 
No. 510 MYOCARDIAL SPECT MOTION ARTIFACT AS FUNCTION OF MOTION TYPE AND NUMBER ( CAMERA DETECTORS.. D. A. Hillier*. J. W. Wall Mallinckrodt Institute of Radiology, St. Louis, MO. (500559) Objectives: Prior myocardial SPECT studies on the appearance a severity of motion artifact have assumed use of a single head camera, i lized patient data, and nearly always assume a single motion. This stu assesses pure motion artifact with phantom data of single non-return-vs. multiple motions and the implications for camera head number. L dual-detector acquisition, the acquisition time is halved compared with single head case, but the motion patern is different, with more mot: transitions (one for each head and at the boundary of the data between two heads); it is thus unclear which would yield the greatest artifact. Me ods: In tl study, 1-3 pixel vertical motion was simulated at various tin points using projections from a Data Spectrum phantom. A 180o orbit i ing a single detector vs. a 90o dual detector system was evaluated. Artif severity was quantified from bulseye images. Results: Artifact sever varied with the degree of motion, being of moderate severity with a 2-pi: (1.2-cm) motion, worst during mid-acquisition, and nearly identical in t two orbits. If a single motion is equaly likely to occur during any time [ riod during the study, then the probability of significant artifact is props tional to the area under the quantitated artifact severity vs. time curve The peaks are similar, but the single-head curve is broader (since exa time is longer) and die probability, therefore, of clinically significant m tion artifact is higher. Apical defect artifacts were most prominent. Mul pie repeated motion consisting of alternating 2-pixel up and down retui ing motions (a common type of motion in our experience), also assessc produces relatively little artifact (volume averaging effects, but no sha discontinuities, are seen). Conclusion: The degree of single-motion ar fact is the same in single- and dual-head acquisitions. Due to longer < quisition time, more frequent motion artifact will likely be seen in the si gle-head case. Multiple repetitive motion produces less artifact than sinj motion in either acquisition. 
No. 511 THREE-DIMENSIONAL (3D) COLOR MODULATE DISPLAY OF MYOCARDIAL SPECT PERFUSIO DISTRIBUTIONS ACCURATELY ASSESSES CORONAR ARTERY DISEASE (CAD). C. A. Santana*. E. V. Garcia, J. Vansant, E. G. Krawczynska, R. D. Folks, C. D. Cooke, J , Ziffer, Emory University, Atlanta, GA. (100766) Objectives: To assess the usefulness of the visual assessment of 3D d. plays (color modulated to count density)in comparison to oblique torn grams (slices) of myocardial SPECT perfusion distributions in the dcte tion and localization of CAD. Methods: Sixty-two consecutive patien (61 ± 11 years,21 women) who had undergone conventional dual isotoi perfusion SPECT were retrospectively chosen, 50 had previous corona arteriography (cath)(42 with at least I stenosis 2:50%, 8 "normals", I with previous Mis) and 12 had < 5% likelihood of CAD. Three reade visualy interpreted the 3D displays and slices in separate sessions blindi to: a) their previous readings, i^nterpretation of others, c)cath result Readers used a 5 point score for their interpretations. Their average sco wa  used for both ROC analysis and comparison of the accuracy of t) techniques. Sensitivity (SN). specificity (SP), Normalcy Rate (NR) ar are  under the ROC curves (Az) were determined for the detection < CAD and localization in vascular territories (vessels). Results: The tab! 
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A b s t r a c t 
Data mining is defined as the process of discovering significant and potentially useful 
patterns in large volumes of data. Discovering associations between items in a large 
database is one such data mining activity. In finding associations, support is used as 
an indicator as to whether an association is interesting. In this paper we introduce 
an alternative measure of interestingness called bond. We prove that the important 
antimonotonicity property applies to bond. We also prove that if associations have 
a minimimum bond, then those associations will have a given lower bound on their 
mimimum support and the rules produced from those associations will have a given 
lower bound on their minimum confidence as well. Although associations that have 
that m i m i m u m support (and likewise their rules that have minimum confidence) may 
not satisfy the minimum bond constraint. We describe the algorithm that efficiently 
finds all associations with a minimum bond and present some experimental results. 
1 Introduction 
T h e p a s t few y e a r s has seen a t r e m e n d o u s in teres t in t h e area of d a t a m i n i n g . D a t a m i n i n g 
is general ly t h o u g h t of as t h e process of finding h idden , nontrivial and prev ious ly u n k n o w n 
informat ion in a large col lect ion of d a t a [13] . E x p l o i t i n g large v o l u m e s of d a t a for super ior 
decis ion m a k i n g b y l ook ing for in teres t ing p a t t e r n s in t h e d a t a has b e c o m e a m a i n task 
in t o d a y ' s b u s i n e s s e n v i r o n m e n t . In part icular , finding a s s o c i a t i o n s b e t w e e n i t e m s in a 
d a t a b a s e o f c u s t o m e r t r a n s a c t i o n s , such a s t h e sa les d a t a co l lected a t s u p e r m a r k e t check 
o u t c o u n t e r s [1 , 2 , 6 , 7, 9 , 12 , 15 , 16, 17] has b e c o m e an i m p o r t a n t d a t a m i n i n g task . 
A s s o c i a t i o n rules identify i t e m s t h a t are m o s t of ten b o u g h t a long wi th certa in o t h e r i t e m s 
by a s igni f icant fract ion of t h e c u s t o m e r s . For e x a m p l e , w e m a y find t h a t "95 % of t h e 
'This work was supported in part by Grant LM 06726-02 from the National Library of Medicine. 
c u s t o m e r s w h o b o u g h t bread a l so b o u g h t milk." A rule m a y conta in m o r e than o n e i t e m in 
t h e a n t e c e d e n t and t h e c o n s e q u e n t o f t h e rule. Every rule m u s t sat is fy t w o user specif ied 
cons tra in t s : o n e is a m e a s u r e of s t a t i s t i c a l s ignif icance called support and t h e o ther a m e a s u r e 
of g o o d n e s s of the rule cal led confidence. 
Formally , t h e prob lem can be s t a t e d as fo l lows [1, 2 ] : Let X = 12, • • • » i m } be a s e t 
of m d i s t inc t l i terals cal led i t e m s . V is a s e t of variable l ength t r a n s a c t i o n s over 1 . E a c h 
t ransac t ion c o n t a i n s a s e t o f i t e m s if, ij, . . . , t ' i C l A t ransac t ion a l so has an a s s o c i a t e d 
un ique identifier cal led T I D . A n a s s o c i a t i o n rule is an impl ica t ion of the form X — Y Y t 
w h e r e 1 , 7 C l , and A T l Y = 0. X i s ca l led t h e a n t e c e d e n t and Y is cal led the c o n s e q u e n t 
of t h e rule. 
In general , a se t of i t e m s (such a s t h e a n t e c e d e n t or t h e c o n s e q u e n t of a rule) is cal led 
an i t e m s e t . T h e n u m b e r o f i t e m s in an i t e m s e t is called t h e l e n g t h ^ an i t e m s e t . I t e m s e t s 
of s o m e length k are referred t o a s fc-itemsets. For an i temsex X • Y j if Y is an m - i t e m s e t 
then Y is cal led an m - e x t e n s i o n o f X . 
E a c h i t e m s e t has an a s s o c i a t e d m e a s u r e of s ta t i s t i ca l s ignif icance called support. For an 
i t e m s e t X C J , support(X) = s , if t h e fract ion of t r a n s a c t i o n s in V con ta in ing X equa l s s . 
A rule has a m e a s u r e of i ts s t r e n g t h cal led confidence defined as t h e ratio supportfX U Y ) 
j support(X). 
T h e problem of m i n i n g a s s o c i a t i o n rules is to g e n e r a t e all rules t h a t have s u p p o r t and 
conf idence grea ter t h a n s o m e user specif ied m i n i m u m s u p p o r t and m i n i m u m conf idence 
t h r e s h o l d s , respect ively . T h i s prob lem can be d e c o m p o s e d in to t h e fo l lowing s u b p r o b l e m s : 
1. All i t e m s e t s t h a t h a v e s u p p o r t a b o v e t h e user specified m i n i m u m s u p p o r t are gener ­
a t e d . T h e s e i t e m s e t are cal led t h e large i t e m s e t s . Al l o t h e r s are said t o be small. 
2 . For each large i t e m s e t , all t h e rules t h a t have m i n i m u m conf idence are g e n e r a t e d a s 
fol lows: for a large i t e m s e t X and any Y C A', if support(X )/support (X - Y ) > 
minimum-confidence, t h e n t h e rule X — Y —> Y is a valid rule. 
T o reduce t h e c o m b i n a t o r i a l s earch s p a c e , all a lgor i thms e x p l o i t t h e fo l lowing property , 
cal led a n t i m o n o t o n i c i t y [11]: w h e n e v e r t h e s u p p o r t of a s e t S o f i t e m s v i o l a t e s t h e frequency 
c o n s t r a i n t ( i .e . , t h e s u p p o r t falls b e l o w t h e specified thresho ld ) , t h e n all superse t s of 5 m u s t 
a l so v io la t e t h e frequency c o n s t r a i n t . Converse ly , any s u b s e t o f a large i t e m s e t m u s t a lso 
be large . T h i s proper ty is used by all ex i s t ing a l g o r i t h m s for min ing assoc ia t ion rules 
( e .g . , t h e Apriori a l g o r i t h m [2]) a s fo l lows: init ial ly s u p p o r t for all i t e m s e t s of l e n g t h 1 
( 1 - i t e m s e t s ) are t e s t e d by s c a n n i n g t h e d a t a b a s e . T h e i t e m s e t s t h a t are found t o be smal l 
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are d i scarded . A s e t of 2 - i t e m s e t s cal led c a n d i d a t e i t e m s e t s are g e n e r a t e d by e x t e n d i n g t h e 
large 1 - i t emset s g e n e r a t e d in t h e prev ious pass by o n e ( 1 - e x t e n s i o n s ) and their s u p p o r t is 
t e s t e d by s c a n n i n g t h e d a t a b a s e . I t e m s e t s t h a t are found t o b e large are again e x t e n d e d by 
o n e and their s u p p o r t is t e s t e d . In genera l , s o m e k t h i t erat ion c o n t a i n s t h e fo l lowing s t e p s : 
1. T h e se t of c a n d i d a t e AMtemsets is generated by 1 -ex tens ions of t h e large ( k — 1 ) -
i t e m s e t s genera ted in t h e prev ious i t era t ion . 
2 . S u p p o r t s for t h e c a n d i d a t e A;-itemsets are g e n e r a t e d by a pas s over t h e d a t a b a s e . 
3 . I t e m s e t s t h a t d o n o t have t h e m i n i m u m s u p p o r t are d i scarded and t h e remain ing 
i t e m s e t s are cal led large fc-itemsets. 
T h i s process is repeated until no m o r e large I t e m s e t s are f o u n d . 
O t h e r recent work [4, 5, 10] dea l s wi th f inding rules based on o ther metr ic s bes ides 
s u p p o r t and conf idence . In [4], t h e a u t h o r s mine as soc ia t ion rules t h a t identify corre la t ions 
a n d cons ider b o t h t h e a b s e n c e and presence of i t e m s as a bas is for genera t ing t h e rules . T h e 
m e a s u r e of s ignif icance of a s s o c i a t i o n s t h a t is used is t h e c h i - s q u a r e d t e s t for corre lat ion from 
class ical s t a t i s t i c s . In [5], t h e a u t h o r s still use s u p p o r t as part of their m e a s u r e of in teres t 
of an a s s o c i a t i o n . H o w e v e r , w h e n rules are g e n e r a t e d , in s t ead of us ing conf idence , t h e 
a u t h o r s use a m e t r i c t h e y call c o n v i c t i o n , which is a m e a s u r e of impl icat ion and n o t j u s t 
co -occurrence . In [10], t h e a u t h o r s a lso look a t a l t ernat ive m e a s u r e s of interest , n a m e l y t h e 
g i n i index, entropy g a i n and c h i - s q u a r e d . T h e problem e x a m i n e d in [10] is t o find as soc ia t ion 
rules t h a t s e g m e n t large ca tegor ica l d a t a b a s e s in to t w o p a r t s which are op t ima l a c c o r d i n g 
t o s o m e o b j e c t i v e func t ion . T h e funct ions used are in format ion- theore t i c m e a s u r e s which 
are used t o ind ica te t h e e x t e n t of which t h e d iv ided d a t a d i s tr ibut ion differs from t h e 
original d a t a d i s t r i b u t i o n . In [3], t h e not ion of min ing o p t i m i z e d rules is presented w h e r e 
t h e a u t h o r s s h o w t h a t rules which sat is fy a n u m b e r of different interest metr ic s such a s 
s u p p o r t , conf idence , entropy , chi -squared and conv ic t ion reside a l o n g a s u p p o r t / c o n f i d e n c e 
border . Hence , min ing rules a long th i s border will retrieve rules sa t s fy ing all t h e a b o v e 
metr i c s . 
B o n d a l so bears s o m e re la t ionsh ip t o t h e not ion of m i n i n g as soc ia t ion rules w i t h mul t ip l e 
m i n i m u m s u p p o r t s [8]. In [8], t h e a u t h o r s present an a p p r o a c h t o t h e rare i t e m p r o b l e m . 
T h e d i l e m m a t h a t arises in t h e rare i t e m p r o b l e m is t h a t s earch ing for rules t h a t invo lve 
infrequent ( i .e . , rare) i t e m s requires a low s u p p o r t but us ing a low s u p p o r t will typ ica l ly 
g e n e r a t e m a n y rules t h a t are of no interest . U s i n g a high s u p p o r t typ ica l ly reduces t h e 
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n u m b e r of rules m i n e d b u t will e l i m i n a t e the rules w i th rare i t e m s . T h e a u t h o r s a t t a c k 
th i s problem by a l l o w i n g users t o specify different m i n i m u m s u p p o r t s for t h e var ious i t e m s 
in their min ing a l g o r i t h m . S o , frequent i t e m s m a y have high s u p p o r t and infrequent i t e m s 
l ow s u p p o r t . T h e y g e n e r a t e large i t e m s e t s w i t h poss ib le c o m b i n a t i o n s o f frequent a n d rare 
i t e m s based o n their sorted closure property. A s we will s ee , w i th our metr ic of Bond, w e will 
a l so be able t o find infrequent a s s o c i a t i o n s t h a t m a y be interest ing t o t h e user by s p e c i f y i n g 
o n e m i n i m u m thresho ld value ( i .e . , t h e m i n i m u m Bond va lue ) . 
In th i s paper w e c o n c e n t r a t e on -finding a s s o c i a t i o n s but wi th a different s lan t . T h a t is , 
w e take a different v i e w of s ignif icance. Ins tead of support w e use w h a t w e call bond. W e 
c la im t h a t th i s is a n o t h e r m e a s u r e of s ignif icance t h a t has i ts place in m i n i n g a s s o c i a t i o n s 
t h a t have high in teres t va lue . 
Bond is a m e a s u r e of t h e i n t e r e s t i n g n e s s - o f an as soc ia t ion . It i n d i c a t e s t h e d e g r e e t o 
which i t e m s in an a s s o c i a t i o n are related t o each o ther . It is s imilar t o t h e n o t i o n of h o w 
t e r m s in d o c u m e n t s are related t o each o ther (e .g . , in informat ion retrieval s y s t e m s ) . It is 
s imi lar t o s u p p o r t b u t w i t h respect t o a s u b s e t of the d a t a rather t h a n t h e ent ire d a t a s e t . 
T h i s h a s s imi lar i t ies t o t h e work in [14] e x c e p t in their work t h e y define d a t a s u b s e t s based 
on the d a t a sa t i s fy ing cer ta in t i m e c o n s t r a i n t s . T h e idea is t o find all i t e m s e t s t h a t are 
frequent in a s e t of user-defined t i m e intervals . In our case , t h e character i s t i c s of t h e d a t a 
def ine t h e s u b s e t s not t h e end-user . 
For e x a m p l e , cons ider a medica l appl icat ion where w e have n p a t i e n t s , a smal l n u m b e r 
of t h o s e p a t i e n t s , p , e x h i b i t any of t h e 3 s y m p t o n s X , Y and Z and a n u m b e r of t h o s e 
p a t i e n t s , c, e x h i b i t all 3 s y m p t o n s X> Y and Z. It m a y be t h a t e/n is lower ( ev en m u c h 
lower) t h a n the m i n i m u m s u p p o r t needed t o produce an assoc ia t ion b e t w e e n X, Y a n d Z. 
H e n c e t h a t a s s o c i a t i o n would be d e e m e d uninteres t ing . However , a physic ian m a y stil l be 
in teres ted in t h a t a s s o c i a t i o n if c is c lose t o p, t h a t is e/p is greater t h a n or equal t o s o m e 
m i n i m u m value . T h e re la t ionsh ip of e/p is w h a t we call bond. For e x a m p l e , there m a y b e 
1 0 0 0 0 p a t i e n t s w h e r e 5 of t h o s e p a t i e n t s exh ib i t a specific s e t of s y m p t o n s , S. It m a y a l so 
be t h a t t h e n u m b e r o f p a t i e n t s t h a t exh ib i t any of t h o s e specific s y m p t o n s S is 1 0 . T h e 
s u p p o r t for an a s s o c i a t i o n c o n t a i n i n g t h e s y m p t o n s in 5 would on ly be 0 . 0 0 0 5 . H o w e v e r , 
t h e b o n d w o u l d be 0 .5 . In t h e n e x t s ec t ion w e formal ly define bond and i t s p r o p e r t i e s . 
2 Bond as a Measure of Interestingness 
In t h i s s e c t i o n w e present a formal def init ion of b o n d and prove a n u m b e r of p r o p e r t i e s 
a b o u t i t . 
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W e prev ious ly def ined the s e t of m i t e m s X a s {i'i, »2> • • • > *m} a n d t h e s e t of variable 
l e n g t h t r a n s a c t i o n s over X as V. E a c h t r a n s a c t i o n c o n t a i n s a s e t of i t e m s which are a s u b s e t 
of X. W e further d e n o t e t h e s e t of t r a n s a c t i o n s t h a t conta in i t e m ij a s V{}. 
Definit ion: T h e bond of a s e t of i t e m s , C is 
W e should n o t e t h a t the bond o f C w h e r e j C j = 1 is 1. A s a n e x a m p l e , cons ider 
a d a t a b a s e w i t h t h e fo l lowing t r a n s a c t i o n s (a lso s h o w n in Tab le 1) T\ = { A , £ } , T-i = 
{ A , B , C } , T 3 = { C , £ > } , T 4 = { C , D } a n d T 5 = {E,F} where I is {A,B,C,D,E>F}. T h e 
s u p p o r t and b o n d for all i t e m s e t s w i t h a n o n z e r o s u p p o r t are s h o w n in T a b l e 2. 
T o be able t o efficiently d e t e r m i n e t h e i t e m s e t s t h a t have a bond value greater t h a n the 
m i n i m u m b o n d , we would like t o be ab le t o prune the s p a c e of poss ib le i t e m s e t s . T h i s w a s 
d o n e w i t h respect t o s u p p o r t for t h e Aprior i a lgor i thm [2] which used t h e property t h a t 
if a s e t of i t e m s is n o t a frequent i t e m s e t , t h e n any s u p e r s e t o f t h a t s e t is not a frequent 
i t e m s e t . W e will a lso prove t h a t th i s antimonotonicity property w i t h respect t o b o n d ho lds . 
T h i s will a l low us t o discard a n y i t e m s e t t h a t d o e s not m e e t the m i n i m u m b o n d thresho ld . 
T h e o r e m 1 The a n t i m o n o t o n i c i t y property holds with respect to bond. That is, If 
I U v . j € £ ^ I 
iriv t- j ££p t J i 
IUv,-j€£*>.-, I 
> minbond 
Then V £ ' C C 
> minbond 
Proof: (By contradiction) Given that 
> minbond 
Assume that 3£ ' C C such that 
We can define C" as C - C or C as C'{jC" where £'[)£" = 0. So, 
2- U^ecVi, = ( U v ^ ^ J U U v ^ P i , ) . 
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From (1), we know that | f)vijeC> Vh I ^ I C\viJec'Di] \- They will be equal when rW,e£' c flv.je^"^ and greater otherwise. From (2), we know that | Uv^'^' j I ^  I Uvi}ecvij I-TViere/ore, 
IUvi i €£'^il " IUv.-i€£^il 
, , , — — r < minbond 
iAen
 ID- 2?" I 
• ,
 V t j € £ 13
 < minbond IUv.-j€c^.il 
iu/mc/i contradicts our known fact. • 
Lemma 1 TVie bond /or a sef 0/ items, L, will be greater than or equal to the support for 
L. This can be seen directly from the definition of bond and support, where the bond(L) is 
and the support(L) is 
since 
1 U ^  1 < I ^ 1 
L e m m a 1 prov ides s o m e in format ion a b o u t t h e re la t ionsh ip b e t w e e n b o n d a n d s u p p o r t 
b u t w e w o u l d like t o m a k e t h a t re la t ionsh ip m o r e precise a s s h o w n in T h e o r e m 2. 
Theorem 2 The greatest lower bound for support(C) for a set of items L that have bond(C) 
is l/V. 
Proof: Suppose we have a set of items L such that the bond(C) > minbond. Substituting 
the definition for bond we get 
I r|Vtje£,~ 3 ! > minbond 
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By multiplying both s i d e s of the i n e q u a l i t y by 
\ V \ 
we o b t a i n the following 
_ >
 m l n b o n d _ 
Now we have the support of L o n the left-hand s i d e . Thus 
s u p p o r t ( L ) > m i n b o n d • ^ ^ ^ p ^ ^ 
// we w a n t t o d e t e r m i n e the s m a l l e s t p o s s i b l e support for the a s s o c i a t i o n of i t e m s L , w e 
need t o find the l o w e r bound for 
I U V i , I 
which i s 
m a x I V, 
Hence, we have the following 
s u p p o r t [ L ) > m i n b o n d - \V~\— 
T h i s , h o w e v e r i s not the g r e a t e s t l o w e r bound for support. In p a r t i c u l a r , we w a n t the 
g r e a t e s t l o w e r bound for support of a n y a s s o c i a t i o n ( i . e . , any s e t of i t e m s ) . We could first 
s e e if the l o w e s t p o s s i b l e n o n z e r o support could be a c h i e v e d for a p a r t i c u l a r m i n b o n d . The 
l o w e s t n o n z e r o support for a n y L would be 1 / V . The q u e s t i o n is w h e t h e r t h i s can be a c h i e v e d 
a n d it indeed can a s follows: 
It i s p o s s i b l e that all ij € C o c c u r i n only one t r a n s a c t i o n . We have 
m a x I V{, I = 1 
In t h i s c a s e we would h a v e a b o n d ( C ) = 1. S i n c e we are i n t e r e s t e d i n the p r e c i s e support 
for L we can replace > with = a n d m i n b o n d w i t h the value for bond(C) which y i e l d s 
s u p p o r t { £ ) = j-i-j 
Hence, the' g r e a t e s t l o w e r bound f o r support, p o s s i b l e for any m i n b o n d value is i n fact 
the l o w e s t p o s s i b l e n o n z e r o s u p p o r t . 
• 
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W e formal ize t h e re la t ionsh ip be tween bond and conf idence by w a y of T h e o r e m 3. 
Theorem 3 The lower bound for the confidence of any rule produced from a set of items 
C such that JC has bond(£) is minbond. 
Proof: Suppose we have a set of items L such that the bond(C) > minbond. Substituting 
the definition for bond we get 
By multiplying both sides of the inequality by 
I U v t j e £ ^ 
> minbond 
we obtain the following 
7 — — ——- > minbond • ——— ——r 
I N V T J E £ ' ^ I - \r\vi:ec>Vi} I 
where C C C. 
Now we have the confidence of C —> C — C on the left-hand side. Thus 
confiaence[L —> L — L ) > minbond • TZZ— ^ — r 
' - i n v ^ ' P . - I 1 
If we want to determine the smallest possible confidence for any association rule £ 
C — C, we need the lower bound for 
1 U ^ l 
V T J G £ which is 
and the upper bound for 
which is 
m a x I Vi- I 
V T J G £ 3 
1 n 
min I V; 
vij-e£' 3 
Hence, we have the following 
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m a x V i ,££ | T>{ j 
CON FIDENCELC —> C - L ) > MINBOND • — - , ' , 
SINCE £' C C WE KNOW THAT 
min I £ \ \ I < m a x I P,-
HENCE, WHEN 
m i n V l j € £ ' I I 
WE HAVE A LOWER BOUND FOR CONFIDENCE ;OF ;RIINBOND. 
• 
T o i l lus trate t h e re la t ionsh ip o f T h e o r e m 2 and T h e o r e m 3 t o a se t of t r a n s a c t i o n s , w e 
e x a m i n e t h e t r a n s a c t i o n s s h o w n in Table 1. W e will use a MINBOND of 0 .6 , i .e . 6 0 % . F r o m 
T h e o r e m 2, w e k n o w t h a t a n y as soc ia t ion t h a t sat isf ies th i s m i n i m u m b o n d value will have 
a s u p p o r t of 1 / 5 a t l ea s t . W e a lso know, from T h e o r e m 3 , t h a t a n y rule p r o d u c e d by an 
assoc ia t ion wi th m i n i m u m b o n d will have a conf idence of at least 0 .6 . If we e x a m i n e T a b l e 
2 , we see t h a t t h e r e are 3 a s s o c i a t i o n s (of s ize greater t h a n 1) , t h a t sat is fy t h e m i n i m u m 
bond requ irement . T h e y are d i sp layed in T a b l e 3 a long wi th their a s s o c i a t e d rules . O n e 
po int t o m a k e is t h a t j u s t b e c a u s e an as soc ia t ion has t h e lower b o u n d for s u p p o r t and 
conf idence , it d o e s n o t necessar i ly sat is fy t h e m i n b o n d requirement . In T a b l e 2 , all i t e m s e t s 
sat isfy t h e lower b o u n d for s u p p o r t but on ly t h e i t e m s e t s in Table 3 sat i s fy t h e m i n i m u m 
bond requirement . If w e were t o lower t h e m i n i m i m u m bond t o 0 .5 , w e w o u l d st i l l h a v e 
t h e results s h o w n in T a b l e 3 . H o w e v e r , t h e i t e m s e t {A,C} would n o t on ly sa t i s fy t h e 
equivalent lower b o u n d for s u p p o r t ( i .e . , 0 .2) b u t a lso t h e rule A — > C wou ld sa t i s fy t h e 
lower b o u n d for conf idence ( i .e . , 0 . 5 ) . H o w e v e r , t h e i t e m s e t {A,C} wou ld n o t sa t i s fy t h e 
m i n i m u m b o n d requ irement of 0 .5 . H e n c e , g e n e r a t i n g a s soc ia t ions and rules t h a t sa t i s fy 
t h e lower b o u n d for s u p p o r t and conf idence would n o t produce only a s s o c i a t i o n s a n d rules 
t h a t sat is fy t h e m i m i m u m bond requ irement . T h e b o t t o m line is t h a t t h e o u t p u t from an 
assoc ia t ion f inding a l g o r i t h m would be a s u p e r s e t of t h e so lut ion but t h e e x a c t s u b s e t (for 
t h e bond metr i c ) can n o t be d e t e r m i n e d d irect ly w i t h o u t hav ing t o m a k e an a d d i t i o n a l p a s s 
over t h e t r a n s a c t i o n d a t a . 
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Items 
Transaction A B C D E F 
7 i 1 1 0 0 0 0 
T2 1 1 1 0 0 0 
7a 0 0 1 1 0 0 
T4 0 0 1 1 0 0 
T5 0 0 0 0 1 1 
Table 1: S e t of 5 T r a n s a c t i o n s ( I t e m s per t ransac t ion indicated by 
Itemset Support Bond 
A 2 / 5 1 
B 2 / 5 1 
C 3 / 5 1 
D 2 / 5 1 
* E 1/5 1 
F 1/5 1 
AB 2 / 5 1 
AC 1/5 1/4 
B C 1/5 1/4 
C D 2 / 5 2 / 3 
EF 1/5 1 
A B C 1/5 1/4 
Table 2: C o m p a r i s o n of S u p p o r t and B o n d for I t e m s e t s 
Association Bond Support Rule Confidence 
{A,B} 1 0.4 
A—• B 1 
B — v A 1 
{C,D} 0.66 0.4 
C—> D 0.66 
D —> C 1 
{E,F} 1 0.2 
E —> F 1 
F —y E 1 
T a b l e 3 : A s s o c i a t i o n s w i t h b o n d > 0 .6 and their rules 
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p r o c e d u r e g e n J a r g e J t e m s e t s 
Li = t h e set of large i temsets of length i 
lj — an indiv idual c an d i d a t e large i temset con ta ined in L,-
1) L\ — {large 1-itemsets a long wi th their t id l is ts} 
2) f o r (k = 2; Lk # 0; k + + ) d o b e g i n 
3) f o r a l l itemsets li G Lk-i d o b e g i n 
4) f o r a l l itemsets li E Z/fc-i d o b e g i n 
5) i f / i [1] = h [1] A /i [2] = h [2] A . . . A /i [k - 1] < h [k - 1] t h e n 
6) f = 'i W ' 'i[2} - - [ f c - 1] - - 1] 
7) if c c a n n o t be pruned t h e n 
8) c.tidlist = l\.tidlist flh.tidlist 
9) c.unlisi = lx [l].tidlisi U...Uh[k- l].tidlist U h[k - l].tidlist 
9) if | c.tidlist | / | c.unlisi \ > minbond t h e n 
10) Lk =LkU{c} 
11) e n d 
12) e n d 
13) e n d 
14) r e t u r n U^L*. 
F i g u r e 1: P r o c e d u r e g e n J a r g e J t e m s e t s 
3 Bond A lgor i thm 
T h e main task of t h e B o n d a l g o r i t h m , s h o w n in F igure 1, is t o g e n e r a t e t h e large i t e m s e t s 
t h a t sat i s fy t h e m i n i m u m bond requirement . 
A s s o c i a t e d w i t h each i t e m s e t is a l ist , called t h e tidlist. T h e t id l i s t c o n s i s t s of all 
t r a n s a c t i o n identif iers of the t r a n s a c t i o n s c o n t a i n i n g t h e i t e m s e t . A l s o a s s o c i a t e d w i t h an 
i t e m s e t is t h e unionJidlist, ( i .e . t h e set o f t r a n s a c t i o n s t h a t conta in a n y of t h e ind iv idual 
i t e m s in t h a t i t e m s e t ) . T h e cardinal i ty of t h e tidlist d iv ided by t h e cardinal i ty of t h e 
unionJidlist is t h e b o n d for t h e a s s o c i a t e d i t e m s e t . T h e b o n d for an e x t e n s i o n of t h e i t e m s e t 
is d e t e r m i n e d a s fo l lows: s u p p o s e t\ and £ 2 are t h e t id l i s ts a s s o c i a t e d w i t h i t e m s e t s l\ a n d 
/ 2 , and c 3 is an i t e m s e t o b t a i n e d by e x t e n d i n g I ' I w i th l? (as exp la ined b e l o w ) . T h e b o n d 
for C 3 is g iven by t h e n u m b e r of t r a n s a c t i o n s t h a t c o n t a i n C 3 ( i .e . , t h e in tersec t ion) d iv ided 
by the n u m b e r o f un ique t r a n s a c t i o n s t h a t c o n t a i n any i t e m in c 3 ( i .e . , t h e u n i o n ) . T h e 
main c o m p u t a t i o n a l difference in c o m p u t i n g s u p p o r t versus bond is t h e c o s t of c o m p u t i n g 
t h e unionMdlist. 
For e x a m p l e , le t {T\,T3,T4} be t h e l ist of t r a n s a c t i o n s a s soc ia t ed w i t h i t e m s e t {1,2} and 
{ T i , T 4 , T 7 } b e t h e l ist a s s o c i a t e d w i t h { 1 , 3 } . N o w , t h e t r a n s a c t i o n s t h a t c o n t a i n t h e c a n d i -
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d a t e i t e m s e t { 1 , 2 , 3 } are g iven by t h e intersect ion of t h e l ists of t r a n s a c t i o n s a s soc ia t ed w i t h 
i t e m s e t s { 1 , 2 } and { 1 , 3 } , i .e . , { T , , T 4 } . Le t t h e t idl ist for i t e m s e t { 1 } b e { T l 5 T 3 , T 4 , T 5 , T 7 } , 
t h e t idl ist for i t e m s e t { 2 } be {TuT3,TA,T6} and t h e t idl is t for i t e m s e t { 3 } be {TUT4,T7}. 
T h e b o n d for i t e m s e t { 1 , 2 , 3 } is t h e cardinal i ty of t h e intersect ion of t ids for { 1 , 2 } and { 1 , 3 } 
d iv ided by t h e cardinal i ty of t h e un ion o f t ids for { 1 } , { 2 } and { 3 } . If t h i s sat is f ies t h e 
m i n i m u m bond t h e n { 1 , 2 , 3 } is a large i t e m s e t . 
Init ial ly a 1 - i t e m s e t is crea ted for e v e r y i tem in t h e d a t a b a s e . T h e t idl is ts for t h e s e 
i t e m s e t s are g e n e r a t e d by read ing t h e d a t a b a s e . For all 1 -extens ions (2 - i t emse t s ) o f t h e s e 
i t e m s e t s , t h e t id l i s t is g e n e r a t e d by in tersec t ing t h e t id l i s t s of b o t h t h e i t e m s e t s in t h e 
e x t e n s i o n . For t h e 2 - i t e m s e t s , t h e union of t h e 1 - i t emset s is s i m p l y c o m p u t e d a s t h e s u m 
of t h e c o u n t s of t h e t w o 1 - i t emse t s m i n u s t h e c o u n t of t h e 2 - i t e m s e t . T h e 2 - i t e m s e t s t h a t 
d o not sat is fy t h e m i n i m u m bond are d i scarded . T h e remain ing i t e m s e t s are t h e large 
i t e m s e t s . T h e s e i t e m s e t s are e x t e n d e d by 1 and t h e process is repeated . T h e e x t e n s i o n s of 
t h e i t e m s e t s are created a s fo l lows: let / j and be t w o A:- i temsets , conta in ing {ij, f j t , . . . , i m } 
and { £ p , i 0 , . . . , t*} respect ive ly . A 1 - e x t e n s i o n of ^ (a ( fc - f - l ) - i temset ) is g e n e r a t e d if t h e 
fo l lowing cond i t i on is sat isf ied: ij — i p A ik ~ i q A . . . A i m < i t . T h e (AH- l ) - i t emset c o n s i s t s 
of {ij, ik,..., imi it}- T h i s t e c h n i q u e is s imilar t o t h e c a n d i d a t e generat ion s t e p descr ibed 
in [2]. 
For fast c o m p u t a t i o n of t h e in ter sec t ion , t h e t id l i s ts are m a i n t a i n e d as arrays and t h e 
s o r t - m e r g e join a lgor i thm is used . Recal l t h a t t h e TIDs are in a s c e n d i n g order in t h e 
d a t a b a s e . H e n c e the t id l i s t s are in t h e sort order init ial ly and all resul t ing t id l i s t s are 
a u t o m a t i c a l l y g e n e r a t e d in t h e s o r t order . T h i s o p e r a t i o n is of l inear c o m p l e x i t y on t h e 
l ength of t h e t idl i s t . 
In our i m p l e m e n t a t i o n , t h e t id l i s t s of i t e m s e t s of l ength grea ter t h a n 1 are n o t mater i ­
a l ized. For e x a m p l e , t o c o m p u t e t h e s u p p o r t for { A , B , C , D } , t h e t id l i s t s for A , B , C and 
D are in tersec ted . N o t id l i s t is g e n e r a t e d for t h e i t e m s e t { A , B , C , D } . T h e a d v a n t a g e o f 
th i s approach is t h a t w e need s t o r a g e for t h e t id l i s ts of on ly t h e 1 - i temsets and h e n c e t h e 
m e m o r y requirement can be e s t i m a t e d q u i t e accurate ly . 
T h e procedure g e n _ L a r g e . i t e m s e t s g e n e r a t e s all large i t e m s e t s (of all l e n g t h s ) . T h e 
procedure is t h e s a m e as used in our prev ious work [15] T h e prune s t e p is performed as 
fo l lows: 
p r u n e ( c : fc-itemset) 
f o r a l l (A: — 1 ) - s u b s e t s s of c d o 
i f s £ Lk-\ t h e n 
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r e t u r n "c can be pruned" 
T h e prune s t e p e l i m i n a t e s e x t e n s i o n s of (A; - l ) - i t e m s e t s which are n o t found t o be large, 
f rom be ing cons idered for c a l c u l a t i n g t h e b o n d . For e x a m p l e , if L 3 is found t o be { { 1 , 2 , 3 } , 
{ 1 , 2 , 4 } , { 1 , 3 , 4 } , { 1 , 3 , 5 } , { 2 , 3 , 4 } } , t h e c a n d i d a t e generat ion init ial ly g e n e r a t e s t h e i t e m s e t s 
{ 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 } and { 1 , 3 , 4 , 5 } . However , i t e m s e t { 1 , 3 , 4 , 5 } is pruned s ince { 1 , 4 , 5 } is n o t in L 3 . 
T h i s t e c h n i q u e is s a m e a s t h e o n e descr ibed in [2] e x c e p t in our case , a s each c a n d i d a t e 
i t e m s e t is g e n e r a t e d , i t s b o n d is d e t e r m i n e d i m m e d i a t e l y . 
4 Performance Results 
In th i s s ec t ion w e descr ibe t h e e x p e r i m e n t a l results of us ing our t e c h n i q u e for g e n e r a t i n g 
a s s o c i a t i o n s w i t h a m i n i m u m b o n d . W e performed t w o s e t s of e x p e r i m e n t s , o n e us ing 
s y n t h e t i c d a t a and t h e o t h e r us ing a s u b s e t of t h e 1990 U n i t e d S t a t e s c e n s u s d a t a . 
4.1 Synthetic Data 
T h e s y n t h e t i c d a t a is g e n e r a t e d such t h a t it s i m u l a t e s c u s t o m e r b u y i n g p a t t e r n s in a retail 
m a r k e t e n v i r o n m e n t . W e have used t h e s a m e basic m e t h o d as descr ibed in [17]. All o f 
t h e s y n t h e t i c d a t a s e t s c o n s i s t e d of 1 0 0 , 0 0 0 t r a n s a c t i o n s taken over 1000 i t e m s . T h e d a t a 
labe led T10.I4 had an a v e r a g e t r a n s a c t i o n s ize of 10 and a m a x i m u m t r a n s a c t i o n s ize of 4 0 . 
T h e d a t a labeled T20.I4 had an average t ransac t ion s ize of 20 and a m a x i m u m t r a n s a c t i o n 
s i ze of 5 0 . T h e d a t a labeled TW.I4Y cons i s t ed of 9 9 , 9 0 0 t r a n s a c a t i o n s g e n e r a t e d by t h e 
s y n t h e t i c d a t a g e n e r a t o r and 100 addi t iona l t r a n s a c t i o n s . T h o s e 100 t r a n s a c t i o n s were 
m a d e u p of s u b s e t s o f 7 i t e m s which on ly a p p e a r in t h o s e 100 t r a n s a c t i o n s . All of t h e 100 
t r a n s a c t i o n s c o n t a i n t h e s a m e 3 i t e m s and a r a n d o m n u m b e r of t h e remain ing 4 i t e m s . 
A c o m p a r i s o n of t h e bond a lgor i thm running t i m e s for d a t a s e t s T10.I4 a n d T20.I4 is 
s h o w n in F i g u r e 2 . T h e a m o u n t of d a t a processed (in by te s ) for T20.I4 w a s a p p r o x i m a t e l y 
t w i c e t h e a m o u n t of d a t a processed for TIO.I4. T h i s w a s s i m p l y d u e t o t h e larger a v e r a g e 
t r a n s a c t i o n s i ze . In F i g u r e 2 , w e see t h a t t h e running t i m e for each given d a t a s e t w a s fairly 
c o n s t a n t , regardless o f t h e bond value. T h e reason is t h a t t h e n u m b e r of large i t e m s e t s 
g e n e r a t e d w a s smal l for a n y of t h e va lues in t h e range of desired b o n d values . For t h e 
TlO.14 d a t a se t , t h e n u m b e r of large i t e m s e t s ranged from 0 t o 16 . For t h e T20.I4 d a t a s e t , 
t h e n u m b e r of large i t e m s e t s ranged from 0 t o 6 4 . If t h e n u m b e r of large i t e m s e t s were t o 
increase dramat i ca l l y , w e e x p e c t t h e running t i m e t o d o s o a s well. T h i s can be seen in t h e 
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Figure 2: P e r f o r m a n c e of B o n d Algor i thm using s y n t h e t i c d a t a 
large itemset size 
Minimum 2 3 4 5 
Bond sup count sup count sup count sup count 
1.0 0.1 3 0.1 1 
0.9 0.1 3 0.1 1 
0.8 0.1 3 0.1 1 
0.7 0.06 9 0.08 4 0.08 1 
0.6 0.04 11 0.08 4 0.08 1 
0.5 0.02 27 0.06 11 0.06 5 0.06 1 
Table 4: M i n i m u m s u p p o r t (in %) and c o u n t for large i t e m s e t s wi th m i n i m u m b o n d 
T h e results of runn ing t h e b o n d a lgor i thm for d a t a s e t T10.I4Y is s h o w n in F i g u r e 3 . 
In these e x p e r i m e n t s , w e in tent iona l ly placed s e t s of i t e m s in t r a n s a c t i o n s so a s t o sa t i s fy 
t h e bond requirement . T h e n u m b e r of large i t e m s e t s varied from 4 for a b o n d of 1.0 t o 44 
for a bond of 0 .5 . O n c e a g a i n , s ince t h e number of large i t e m s e t s did n o t vary m u c h , t h e 
running t i m e s remained fairly c o n s t a n t . 
In Table 4 , w e s h o w w h a t t h e correspond ing m i n i m u m s u p p o r t would be for t h e large 
i t e m s e t s t h a t were d e t e r m i n e d based on b o n d . For a m i n i m u m bond value of 0 . 5 , t h e 
a lgor i thm d e t e r m i n e d 2 7 large i t e m s e t s of size 2 , o f which t h e m i n i m u m s u p p o r t w a s 0 . 0 2 % . 
4.2 C e n s u s D a t a 
T h e d a t a used in t h e n e x t s e t of e x p e r i m e n t s w a s o b t a i n e d from t h e U . S . C e n s u s B u r e a u 
through their on l ine d a t a e x t r a c t i o n s y s t e m available o n t h e w e b a t www.census.gov/DES/ 
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F i g u r e 3 : Per formance of Boncf A l g o r i t h m using s y n t h e t i c d a t a 
www I welcome.html. T h e d a t a is a s u b s e t of t h e 1990 Decennia l C e n s u s Pub l i c U s e Mi-
c r o d a t a 5% S a m p l e s . T h e d a t a cons i s ted of 5 3 , 8 4 7 records for people l iving in F l o r i d a of 
Hispanic or ig in . For t h e s e e x p e r i m e n t s w e c h o s e a s u b s e t o f the avai lable record fields, which 
inc luded age, citizenship, disabilityl, disability2, English, fertile. Hispanic origin, hours89, 
incomel, language, martial, means, military, race, sex, year school and imigrated. S i nce t h e 
fields were n o t all B o o l e a n va lued , w e c o n v e r t e d t h e numer ic va lues i n t o dis jo int r a n g e s and 
as soc ia ted a un ique field w i t h each . T h e ranges were chosen based on the onl ine s u m m a r i e s 
provided by t h e U . S . C e n s u s B u r e a u . T h e d a t a w a s converted into 118 i t e m s but each 
record only c o n t a i n e d a m a x i m u m of 20 i t e m s . T h e result of running t h e bond a l g o r i t h m 
for this c e n s u s d a t a s u b s e t se t is s h o w n in F i g u r e 4. T h e number of large i t e m s e t s varied 
from 4 for a b o n d of 1.0 t o 102 for a bond of 0 .5 . In these e x p e r i m e n t s , t h e running t i m e 
for t h e different b o n d va lues w a s n o t re lat ive ly c o n s t a n t (as wi th t h e s y n t h e t i c d a t a ) s ince 
t h e n u m b e r of large i t e m s e t s increased m o r e w i t h a lower bond value . 
If w e e x a m i n e t h e a s s o c i a t i o n s produced for a m i n i m u m bond value of 1.0, and look a t 
t h e largest a s s o c i a t i o n ( i .e . , s ize 3) p r o d u c e d , w e see t h a t it inc ludes t h e fo l lowing i t e m s : 
work limitation status is not applicable, person is less than 16 years of age AND work 
prevention status is not applicable, person is less than 16 years of age AND military service 
is not applicable, person is less than 16 years of age. T h e s e 3 i t e m s appeared in 1 1 , 4 2 7 
records o u t of t h e 5 3 , 8 4 7 records . 
If w e e x a m i n e s o m e of the a s s o c i a t i o n s p r o d u c e d for a lower m i n i m u m b o n d va lue , w e 
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F I G U R E 4 : P E R F O R M A N C E O F B O N D A L G O R I T H M U S I N G U . S . C E N S U S D A T A 
O F 0 . 7 , O N E A S S O C I A T I O N T H A T W A S F O U N D W A S T H E F O L L O W I N G : not limited from working AND 
not prevented from working AND speaks another language. F O R A M I M I M U M B O N D V A L U E 
O F 0 . 5 , S O M E O F T H E A S S O C I A T I O N S I N C L U D E D Hispanic origin is Puerto Rican AND born in 
Puerto Rico. A B O U T H A L F O F T H E P E O P L E O F P U E R T O R I C A N O R I G I N W E R E B O R N I N P U E R T O R I C O . 
A C O R R E S P O N D I N G A S S O C I A T I O N W A S N O T F O U N D F O R P E R S O N S O F O T H E R H I S P A N I C O R I G I N S U C H A S 
M E X I C A N O R C U B A N . A N O T H E R S A M P L E A S S O C I A T I O N W A S Hispanic origin is Cuban AND speaks 
another language. O F T H E 3 2 , 9 3 4 P E R S O N S O F C U B A N O R I G I N A N D T H E 4 5 , 0 0 0 P E O P L E T H A T S P E A K 
A N O T H E R L A N G U A G E , 2 9 , 7 0 9 P E R S O N S S P E A K A N O T H E R L A N G U A G E A N D A R E O F C U B A N O R I G I N . O N E 
F I N A L S A M P L E A S S O C I A T I O N ( O F 5 I T E M S ) F O R A M I M I M U M B O N D O F 0 . 5 W A S T H E F O L L O W I N G : not 
limited from working AND not prevented from working AND speaks another language AND 
has no military service AND has immigrated to the U.S.. 
5 Conclusion 
I N T H I S P A P E R W E I N T R O D U C E A N A L T E R N A T I V E M E A S U R E O F I N T E R E S T I N G N E S S C A L L E D B O N D . W E P R O V E 
T H A T T H E I M P O R T A N T antimonotonicity P R O P E R T Y R E L A T E D T O S U P P O R T A L S O A P P L I E S T O B O N D . W E 
A L S O P R O V E T H A T I F A S S O C I A T I O N S H A V E A M I N I M I M U M B O N D , T H E N T H O S E A S S O C I A T I O N S W I L L H A V E A 
G I V E N L O W E R B O U N D O N T H E I R M I M I M U M S U P P O R T A N D T H E R U L E S P R O D U C E D F R O M T H O S E A S S O C I A ­
T I O N S W I L L H A V E A G I V E N L O W E R B O U N D O N T H E I R M I N I M U M C O N F I D E N C E A S W E L L . W E D E S C R I B E T H E 
A L G O R I T H M T H A T E F F I C I E N T L Y F I N D S A L L A S S O C I A T I O N S W I T H A M I N I M U M B O N D A N D P R E S E N T S O M E E X ­
P E R I M E N T A L R E S U L T S , U S I N G B O T H S Y N T H E T I C D A T A A N D R E A L - W O R L D C E N S U S D A T A . T H E P E R F O R M A N C E 
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resul t s indicate t h a t the a l g o r i t h m can find large i t e m s e t s w i th respec t t o t h e b o n d m e a s u r e 
efficiently. 
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Abstract 
Our focus for data mining in this paper is concerned with knowledge discovery in image databases. 
In this first work we concentrate on the problem of finding associations. To that end, we present a data 
mining algorithm to find association rules in 2-dimensional color images. The algorithm has four major 
steps: feature extraction, object identification, auxiliary image creation and object mining. Our emphasis 
is on data mining of image content without the use of auxiliary domain knowledge. The purpose of our 
experiments is to explore the feasibility of this approach. A synthetic image set containing geometric 
shapes was generated to test our initial algorithm implementation. Our experimental results show that 
there is promise in image mining based on content. We compare these results against the rules obtained 
from manually identifying the shapes. We analyze the reasons for discrepancies. We also suggest 
directions for future work. 
1 Introduction 
Discovering knowledge from data stored in typical alphanumeric databases, such as relational databases, 
has been the focal point of most of the work in database mining. However, with advances in secondary and 
tertiary storage capacity, coupled with a relatively low storage cost, more and more non standard data (e.g., 
in the form of images) is being accumulated. This vast collection of image data can also be mined to discover 
new and valuable knowledge. The problem of image mining combines the areas of content-based image 
retrieval, image understanding, data mining and databases. This is a first attempt to combine association 
rules and images, but we know there has been significant research in image understanding in the Computer 
Vision community. An initial step towards tapping into the undiscovered wealth of knowledge from mining 
image-bases is the focus of this paper and more so, whether or not this is feasible. 
There is a trend towards mining nonstandard and multimedia data [7]. Digitized images can be considered 
as a type of multimedia data. Current knowledge discovery technology is far from being able to extract all 
the knowledge contained in such diverse data types. 
As related work to mining image content we can mention the following. There in an interesting prototype 
from Simon Fraser University called Multimedia Miner [16]. One of its modules is called MM-Associator. 
This module obtains association rules which are more restricted and simpler than the ones we obtain; these 
'This work was supported in part by grant LM 06726-02 from the National Library of Medicine 
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rules relate information about the size, the color and the description of the image, but they do not involve 
specific objects identified automatically. Another important system used for discovering knowledge in a set 
of images is the Sky Image Cataloging and Analysis Tool (SKICAT) [6]. This program is used to study 
astronomical images. SKICAT uses trees and statistical optimization to classify objects obtained from an 
image segmentation process. 
Image mining has two main themes. The first is mining large collections of images and the second is 
the combined data mining of large collections of image and associated alphanumeric data. As of now we 
have concentrated on mining only images; but our algorithm can be extended in a straightforward manner 
to handle images and associated alphanumeric data. An example of the first case might involve a collection 
of weather satellite imagery of various cities in the United States that has been recorded over an extended 
period of time. The data mining objective might be to find if there is some pattern that exists for an individual 
city (over time) or if there is some pattern that exists between different cities. An example of the second case 
might involve medical imagery and patient (alphanumeric data) records. To develop an accurate diagnosis 
or prognosis both image data (such as Xrays, SPECT, etc.) and patient data (such as weight, prior health 
conditions, family history, etc.) can be examined together to find interesting associations. 
Our data mining system is built on top of a content-based image retrieval system (CBIR), the "Blobworld" 
system from the University of California at Berkeley (UCB). This CBIR system supports object-based queries 
and thus eliminates the need for the manual indexing of image content. This is a major advantage since 
manually indexing massive collections of images is impractical and prone to errors. Although CBIR systems 
are prone to retrieving non-related images. 
2 Motivation 
Applications such as military reconnaissance, weather forcasting, the management of earth's resources, 
criminal investigation and medical imaging all require (or will in the near future) the storage and processing 
of massive collections of images. For instance, NASA's EOS system generates 1 terabyte of image data per 
day. To take full advantage of these image-bases and the knowledge they contain, data mining techniques 
will have to be applied. 
One of the typical data mining problems is to find association rules among data items in a database. In 
a retail environment such as a grocery store, an association rule might state that customers who purchase 
spaghetti and Italian sausage also purchase red wine. This can be determined by examining all the customer 
transactions (i.e., purchases). In this case, the data is explicit, there is a specific data item for each of the three 
grocery items and an individual customer transaction would include a subset of those items and in general 
a subset of all the items sold by the store. In the case of image-bases, assumming that all the images have 
been manually indexed (or their contents classified) may not be feasible. This presents one major deviation 
(problem) from the typical data mining approach for numerical data. If images can efficiently be labelled by 
a semantic descriptor, then the mining can be done on those high level concepts. However, with hundred's 
of thousands of images, this will become impossible. An alternative is to rely on automatic/semi-automatic 
analysis of the image content and to do the mining on the generated descriptors. For example, color, texture, 
shape and size can be determined automatically. Objects in an image can be determined by the similarity of 
those attributes. This is the approach we take in this first implementation. 
2 
3 Content-based Image Retrieval 
Content-based i m a g e retrieval (CBIR) systems wil l be needed to effectively and efficiently use large image 
databases. With a C B I R sys tem, users wil l be able to retrieve relevant images based on their contents . CBIR 
researchers have typical ly fo l lowed two distinct directions [10] based on 
• • model l ing the contents of the image as a set o f attributes which is produced manually and stored, for 
example in a relational database 
• using an integrated feature-extraction/object-recognition system. 
More recent research has recognized the need to deve lop a solution that captures the e s sence o f both 
directions. However, there are still differences between the various current approaches. Main ly the 
differences can be categorized in terms of image features extracted, their level of abstraction and the degree 
of domain independence. Certainly tradeoffs must be made in building a CBIR sys tem. For example , having 
automatic feature extraction is achieved at the expense o f domain independence. Having a high degree of 
domain indepence is achieved by having a semiautomatic (or manual) feature extraction component . 
With CBIR s y s t e m s [10 ] , querying is facilitated through generic query c lasses . Examples of s o m e query 
c lasses include color, texture, shape, attributes, text and domain concepts . Color and texture queries a l low 
users to formulate the description o f the images to be retrieved in terms of like color and texture. Queries 
can also be posed with regard to the text associated with the images . For instance, in a medical setting, 
image retrieval is not only based on image content but also on the physician's d iagnos is , treatment, etc. (i .e. , 
additional textual data). W e should also point out that CBIR differs from traditional database sys tems in that 
images are retrieved based on a degree of similarity and that records are usually retrieved from databases 
because of exactly matching specified attribute values . 
Various content-based retrieval systems (QBIC, Chabot and Photobook) have focused on material-
oriented queries and have used low-level image properties (e.g., color and texture) to implement these 
queries. On the other hand, a content-based retrieval sys tem developed at the University of California at 
Berkeley [3 , 4 ] focuses on object-oriented queries. That is, queries that search for images that contain 
particular objects . The approach to object recognit ion at Berkeley is structured around a sequence of 
increasingly specia l ized grouping activities that produces a "blobworld" representation of an image , which 
is a transformation from the raw pixel data to a small set of localized coherent regions in co lor and textual 
space. The "blobworld" representation is based on image segmentation using the Expectat ion-Maximizat ion 
algorithm on combined color and texture features. 
The salient feature o f the Berkeley work is their approach to object recognition. Their approach [3] is 
based on the construction o f a sequence of success ive ly abstract descriptors through a hierarchy of grouping 
and learning processes . The image descriptors at a l o w level are color, texture, contrast, polarity, etc . and 
the grouping is based on spatiotemporal coherence o f the local descriptors. The central not ion in grouping 
is coherence and four major issues have been identified in [8] which are segmenting images into coherent 
regions based on integrated region and contour descriptors; fusing color, texture and shape information to 
describe primitives; us ing learning techniques for deve lop ing the relationship between object c lasses and 
color, texture and shape descriptors; and classi fying objects based on primitive descriptors and relationships 
between primitives. 
3 
4 Data Mining 
Database mining, an important part of knowledge discovery, is denned as the automated discovery of 
previously unknown, nontrivial, and potentially useful information from databases. The information is a 
statement that describes the relationship among a set of objects contained in the database with a certain 
confidence such that the statement is in some sense simpler than enumerating all the relationships between 
the individual instances of objects [9]. For example, in a database of employees and their salaries, each 
instance represents the relationship between an individual employee and his salary. A statement such as 
"salaries of engineers is higher than the salaries of secretaries," based on the instances of the database, 
conveys information that is implicit and more interesting than listing the salaries of all engineers and 
secretaries. Database mining is the process of generating high-level patterns that have acceptable certainty 
and are also interesting from a database of facts. 
Knowledge discovery derives much of its success from reasoning techniques in artificial intelligence, 
expert systems, machine learning and statistics. Many paradigms such as inductive learning [14], Bayesian 
statistics [11], mathematical taxonomy [5], etc, have also been applied to knowledge discovery. In general, 
knowledge discovery is an amalgamation of concepts from diverse fields. 
Efficiency is, in general, important for any computational problem. However, for database mining it also 
determines whether a particular technique can be applied or not. For example, the number of possible ways 
to cluster N objects into m clusters in unsupervised learning is exponential in N [12]. Hence, an algorithm 
which uses exhaustive search for clustering is impractical for real-world databases. In general any algorithm 
which grows faster than 0 ( N 2 ) is unlikely to be useful for large databases. Over the years, database systems, 
mainly relational, have made great strides in improving efficiency. The success of relational database 
systems in the business community can be attributed to these improvements. Many techniques such as, 
efficient access methods, buffer management, disk management, etc, are well understood. However, most 
of these techniques have been developed for on-line transaction processing (OLTP) applications. The access 
patterns for OLTP applications, which typically access a few hundred records, are considerably different 
from database mining applications, where entire tables may need to be scanned. One of the challenges in 
database mining is developing more efficient algorithms, better access structures, optimizing disk I/O, and 
so on. 
5 Mining Image Content 
There are two major issues that will affect the image data mining process. One is the notion of similarity 
matching and the other is the generality of the application area, that is, the breadth of usefulness of data 
mining from a practical point of view. For a specific application area, associated domain knowledge can be 
used to improve the data mining task. Since data mining relies on the underlying querying capability of the 
CBIR system, which is based on similarity matching, user interaction will be necessary to refine the data 
mining process. 
The essential component in image mining is identifying similar objects in different images. With typical 
basket-market analysis, the data is usually constrained to a fixed set of items that are explicitly labelled. It 
is also quite efficient to see if a transaction contains a particular item, i.e., requires an examination of the 
item labels associated with a transaction. In some cases the data might be pre-processed into a fixed record 
format where a field exists for each item in the domain and a Boolean value is associated with it, indicating 
the presence or absence of that item in the transaction. This preprocessing can be done automatically. In a 
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general image mining setting, having a human label every poss ible object in a vast col lect ion o f images is a 
daunting task. However, w e intend to capitalize on the recent work in CBIR, in particular, B lobworld [ 8 ] . 
We built our data mining sys tem on top of a content-based image retrieval system. O n e premise behind 
supporting object-based queries in a C B I R sys tem is to el iminate the need for manual indexing of image 
content. The CBIR sys tem w e use is from Berkeley [ 8 ] . We wil l refer to it as the "Blobworld" sys tem. T h i s 
sys tem produces a "blobworld" representation o f each image . A "blob" is just a 2 - D el l ipse which p o s s e s s e s 
a number of attributes. A n image is made up o f a col lect ion of blobs , usually less than ten. Each b l o b 
represents a region o f the image which is relatively homogeneous with respect to co lor and texture. A blob is 
described by its color, texture and spatial descriptors. T h e descriptors are represented by mult id imensional 
vectors. Mos t o f our l imitations s tem from the quality o f the representation o f image content by B lobwor ld . 
At this point, w e wil l consider in detail , the problem o f finding associations. The problem o f generating 
association rules was first introduced in [ 1 ] and an algorithm called AIS was proposed for mining all 
association rules. In [ 1 3 ] , an algorithm called SETM was proposed to so lve this problem using relational 
operations. In [2 ] , two algorithms cal led Apriori and AprioriTid were proposed. These algorithms achieved 
significant improvements over the previous algorithms. The rule generation process w a s also extended 
to include multiple i tems in the consequent and an efficient algorithm for generating the rules w a s a l so 
presented. In [15 ] , w e presented an efficient algorithm for mining association rules that was fundamentally 
different from prior algorithms. Compared to previous algorithms, our algorithm not only reduced the I/O 
overhead significantly but also had lower C P U overhead for most cases . 
D E F I N I T I O N S 
• Association Rule. A n association rule is an implication of the form X = > Y , where 1 , 7 C l , and 
X n Y = 0. 2 is the set o f objects , a lso referred to as i tems. X is called the antecedent and Y is 
called the consequent of the rule. In general, a set of i tems, such as the antecedent or the consequent 
of a rule, is called an itemset. 
• Support. Each itemset has an associated measure of statistical significance cal led support. For an 
itemset X d , support(X) = s, if the fraction of records in the database containing X equals s. 
• Confidence. A rule has a measure of its strength called confidence defined as the ratio support(X UY) 
I supportf X ) . 
A L G O R I T H M T O M I N E A S S O C I A T I O N R U L E S 
The problem of mining associat ion rules is to generate all rules that have support and confidence greater 
than s o m e user specified m i n i m u m support and min imum confidence thresholds, respectively. This problem 
can be d e c o m p o s e d into the fo l lowing subproblems: 
1 . Al l i temsets that have support above the user specified m i n i m u m support are generated. T h e s e i temset 
are called the large i temsets . Al l others are said to be small. 
2. For each large itemset, all the rules that have m i n i m u m confidence are generated as fo l lows: for a 
large itemset X and any Y C X, if support(X)/support(X - Y) > minimunuconfidence, then the 
rule X - Y Y is a valid rule. 
5 
6 Image Mining Algorithm steps 
In this sect ion, w e present the algorithms needed to perform the mining o f associat ions within the context 
o f images . T h e four major image mining steps are as fo l lows: 
1. Feature extraction. Segment images into regions identifiable by region descriptors (blobs) . Ideally 
o n e b lob represents one object. This step is a lso called segmentation. 
2 . Object identification and record creation. Compare objects in one image to objects in every other 
image . Label each object with an id. We call this step the preprocessing algorithm. 
3 . Create auxiliary images . Generate images with identified objects to interpret the association rules 
obtained from the fo l lowing step (html page creation). 
4 . A p p l y data mining algorithm to produce object association rules. 
Here w e explain the Image Min ing processing in more detail. We keep I/O at a min imum. Images are 
kept on disk. For feature extraction each image is accessed once. T h e s e features are stored in t w o files, 
one is an image with all the blobs and the other with the blob descriptors. These blob descriptors are used 
to build an array with all the features from all the images . Once features are extracted from images w e 
perform object identification using only their b lob descriptors; this process is performed entirely in memory. 
Auxi l iary images are kept on disk; these images show each identified object. 
Images are not indexed because it is not necessary to search their contents once thay are segmented. 
Arrays o f records are all that are needed to mine images once w e have their features. Process ing each image 
is performed independently o f each other for feature extraction and this is done sequentially. 
Identified objects , object associat ions and association rules are stored in sequential text files for inter­
preting results but not for processing. Our program can work with a large number of transactions. It is only 
limited by the amount of memory occupied by discovered associat ions. 
Segmentation Step 
It is not our intention to describe in detail the feature extraction process from the blobworld system. We 
wil l rather outl ine the main steps involved in identifying coherent image regions. 
1. Est imate scale co lor selection a. 
2 . Produce 6-dimensional feature vectors. T h e s e vectors contain summary information about co lor and 
texture only. 
3 . Produce several clusterings of feature vectors us ing the Expectation Maximizat ion ( E M ) method. The 
2 dominant colors are determined here. T h e number of groups in each clustering is cal led K. 
4 . U s e the M i n i m u m Description Length principle to decide which is the best K. 
5. Segment the image into K regions using the spatial grouping of p ixe ls . Each region i s connected. 
6 . A p p l y a 3 x 3 max-vbte filter to determine dominant colors. 
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INPUT: N segmented images, { / | , 7 2 , . . . , I N } , 
where U is a record containing: an image id and a blob descriptor vector BD 
OUTPUT: Set of n records, { R\, R2,..., RN} containing the object identifiers for the blobs 
FORI] = 1 TO N DO 
RU = 0 
EN DFOR OBJECT-ID = 0 
FOR i, = 1 TO N - 1 DO 
FORJX = 1TO SIZE(JI.BD) 
FIRST-TIME = TRUE 
FORI2 = ii + 1 TON 
IF II2.BDJ3 IS NOT MATCHED YET THEN 
IF SIMILAR(IIL .BDJ„ I^.BDJ^ SIMILARITY-THRESHOLD, STANDARD-DEVIATION) THEN 
IF FIRST-TIME THEN 
OBJECT-ID — OBJECT-ID -f 1 
FIRST-TIME = FALSE 
ENDIF 
RI, = R{) U {OBJECT-ID} 
RH = RI, U { OBJECT-ID } 




MARK UL.BDJI AS MATCHED IF THERE WAS ONE MATCH AT LEAST 
ENDFOR 
ENDFOR 
FILTER OUT UNWANTED MATCHED OBJECTS 
Figure 1: Preprocessing Algori thm 
7. Generate blobs with summary information about each region when such region has an area greater 
than 2% of the image area. 
Each blob has the most important information about each region. This information includes color, 
texture, shape, area and position, but only the the first three are considered relevant. 
Preprocessing Algorithm 
The basic algorithm for finding associations between images/blobs is similar to our association finding 
algorithm PARTITION [15], as long as we preprocess the image data. By preprocessing the image data, we 
will identify and label objects contained in the images using the image query processing algorithm [4]. The 
output of the preprocessing step will be a set of records, R\, RI,... RK, one for each image, containing the 
object identifiers for the objects contained in the image. This step is quite intensive since it is a similarity 
search between images, actually image descriptors. However, once this is accomplished, the actual data 
mining step will not require the expensive similarity searching. Our preprocessing algorithm is shown in 
Figure 1. 
First of all we initialize the N records, which store the object id's for each of the N images. This 
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algorithm has four nested loops . These loops are required to compare every blob against the rest in the 
image database. In this manner w e do not miss any potential match. Note that comparisons are a lways 
made between blobs in different images . A s s u m i n g the blob descriptor vector d imens ion is bounded, then 
this algorithm is 0(N2). This is a reasonable asumption s ince the segmentation step cannot produce a high 
number of b lobs . Nevertheless , if the number o f objects in each image can also grow without bound this 
algorithm is 0(M2N2) for M the number of poss ib le different objects and n the number o f images . This can 
render the algorithm s l o w if N and M are similar; in general this algorithm is fairly fast if M « N, which 
is the usual case in practice. 
The variable FIRST JIME is used to generate n e w object id's when one blob is matched for the first t ime. 
This is necessary because a s ingle object in one image may be similar to many other objects in the fo l lowing 
images and all these objects should have the same id. 
When one b lob turns out to be similar to another one w e add the object id to their corresponding records. 
The first is the record that is being compared against the rest and the second one is the record for which 
a match was found. T h e second object in the comparison will be discarded avoiding a future unnecessary 
comparison. The similarity function to compare blobs is expensive to compute as w e will see . S o this has 
an impact on the overall performance o f the algorithm. 
Each segmented image is treated as a record and its transformation to a set of identified objects wil l also 
produce a record. This representation will also g ive us a direct way to incorporate alphanumeric information 
associated with the image into the image mining process . The algorithm can handle such information 
without modification, provided those additional attributes are treated as boolean values . 
Similarity Function 
The similarity function [4] between two blobs is essential for our image mining program. This function takes 
four parameters, the t w o blobs to be compared, a similarity threshold and a vector o f standard deviations. 
The similarity function is mathematically defined as: 
DISTANCE(BLOB\ ,BLOB2) 
SIMILARITY — E~ 2 , 
where 
DISTANCE{BLOBUBLOB2) = [(6/061 - BLOB2)TIRL (6/o6, - 6/o6 2 )] 1 / 2 . 
In these formulas 6/0&1 and 6/062 are vectors containing summary features and Z - 1 represents the vector 
containing the standard deviations al lowed for matching on each desired feature. The —1 power means w e 
divide each distance by the corresponding entry o f this vector; this is clarified in Figure 2 . This similarity 
measure is 1 if there is a perfect match on all desired features and approaches zero as the match b e c o m e s 
worse. A low similarity can mean every object is s imilar to any other object. 
It is important to note that the distance for co lor is computed in a special manner. Colors are stored as 
three coordinates for a point located in a color-cone, referred as the hue saturation value (hsv) . The distance 
is computed as the m i n i m u m pairwise distance o f the t w o dominant colors of the object. Each color is a point 
in 3-dimensional space affecting its third coordinate by a we ight of 0.5 and leaving the first t w o unchanged. 
This is computed as a matrix product between the co lor vector and the weights . Th i s distance constitutes 
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INPUT : 6di ,6d2, similarity-threshold,standardjieviation 
OUTPUT : 1 for a match, 0 otherwise 
d\ \ = {blob\.cone\ - blobi.cone\) * [ 1 1 0.5] 
d22 = (6/o6|.conc2 - 6 /o6 2 . cone 2 ) * [ 1 1 0.5] 
d\ = + a6s |d22 | 
<fl2 = (6/o6| .conci — 6/o6 2 . cone 2 ) * [ 1 1 0.5] 
<f21 = (6/061.conei — 6/o6 2 .conei) * [ 1 1 0.5] 
d2- abs\d\2\ + abs\d2l\ 
dist\ = min(d \, d2) 
dist^u = 6/061. features — 6/062. features 
score = exp( —0.5 * s7H (Z] i . | ( ( ( / i s< t / ' s<an( /a r t / jdevia i ion , ) 2 ) ) ) 
r e t u r n score > = similarity-threshold 
Figure 2: Similarity function 
the first entry o f the difference vector. For all the remaining 10 features the distance is just computed as the 
difference between each b lob entry. 
T h e standard deviation vector permits adjusting parameters for the image mining process to use or 
discard features in an easy way. If w e want to pay c lose attention to one specific feature w e set the standard 
deviation to a value c lose to zero, but never zero. If w e do not consider s o m e feature to be relevant to 
the mining process w e set the standard deviation to a high value. For s o m e of the features the blobworld 
sys tem requires standard deviations to be in specific ranges. More specifically standard deviat ions for color, 
anisotropy, and contrast require standard deviat ions at a max imum value of roughly 0 .5 . For area at most 
0.1 is permitted. For all the remaining features any positive standard deviation is legal. If s o m e feature is 
considered as complete ly irrelevant an infinity value is assigned to the corresponding entry. 
A more detailed description o f the similarity function between two blobs is g iven in Figure 2 . 
Aux i l iary I m a g e C r e a t i o n 
Here w e talk about the auxiliary image creation step. It is important to mention that this step is necessary in 
order for the user to make sense out o f the image mining results. We use a w e b browser as the tool to have 
an integrated v iew o f images , image features (blobs) , object ids, associat ions, and associat ion rules. 
The associat ion rules are o f the form: 
{id\,id2... idk} {idk+i,.. .idn), support = X%, confidence — Y% 
For each image w e s h o w the original image with all the geometric shapes and then one b lob image per 
matched blob. Ideally, each blob should correspond to one shape but this does not a lways happen as w e will 
d iscuss . Each o f of the b lobs is labeled with the object id generated by the preprocessing algorithm. T h e s e 
are the id's that appear in the rule. Right n o w this step is somewhat s low because it involves generating one 
image per matched b lob , but this process is done only once if the image mining program is run several t imes 
over the same image set. And also , this step is alleviated by the fact that unmatched b lobs are not displayed 
and thus n o image for them is generated. 
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After showing all the images there are two links to v iew the association text file and the associat ion rule 
text file generated by the previous step. T h e s e files contain all the associat ions and rules as wel l as statistical 
information that help the user interpret and verify the correctness of the experimental results. 
Example 
At this point w e show a s imple e x a m p l e illustrating how our image mining algorithms work with n = 10. 
The original images and their corresponding blobs are shown on Figure 3 and Figure 4. Assoc ia t ion rules 
corresponding to the identified objects are shown on Figure 5. We chose 10 representative images from the 
image set w e created for our experiments . This set of synthetic images is explained in detail in the next 
section. 
In Figures 3 and 4 w e s h o w the original image at the left with several geometric shapes and whi te 
background. These images are labeled with an image id. These images are the only input data for our 
program; no domain k n o w l e d g e is used. Then w e show a series of blob images , each containing one 
blob. These images are labeled with the id obtained in the preprocessing algorithm. Each blob has a c l o s e 
(most t imes equal) posit ion to its corresponding geometric shape. There are s o m e cases in which o n e blob 
corresponds to several geometr ic shapes . 
For instance in image 0 0 4 the object 2 corresponds to the triangle. Object 1 is the background and is 
e l iminated from consideration by filtering out the blobs corresponding to it. No te that in the image 0 3 3 the 
circle has two blobs corresponding to it (6 and 11). 
S o m e of the blobs do not correspond to one shape, but to a set of shapes. This the case for b lob 8 in 
image 103 and image 1 3 1 , or the first b lob 9 in image 119. It is important to note that these object identifiers 
are undesirable but the associat ion rule algorithm eliminates them because they only appear in a couple of 
cases because their support is low. A l s o , it is important to note that object 9 is really the e l l ipse but there are 
no rules involving 9. A l s o object 2 is a lways the triangle except in image 108 in which it a l so corresponds 
to an el l ipse. It is interesting that the el l ipse gets such identifier because this only happened in this case; 
that is, there is no image in wh ich the e l l ipse gets 2 and there is no triangle. This is again, a problem arising 
from the feature extraction step. 
A s parameters for object identification w e set color standard deviation to 0 .5 , contrast standard deviat ion 
to 0.5 and anisotropy also to 0 .5 . T h e similarity threshold as needed by the similarity function w a s set to 
0 .6 . We tuned these parameters after several experiments. These parameters maximized the number o f 
associat ions and decreased the number o f undesirable matches. The remaining parameters did not improve 
object identification for this set of synthetic images so their values were set to infinity. 
The data mining algorithm w a s run with a 3 0 % support and 7 0 % confidence. The output is a set o f 
association rules w h o s e support and confidence are above these thresholds. 
The 83 rules obtained by the program are shown on Figure 5. T h e rules w e are go ing to explain here are 
marked with *** on the Figure 5. We preferred to show the entire output of our program in order to g ive 
the reader a truthful as sesment o f the results. 
The first rule {4 => 2 } tells us that if there is an hexagon there is a triangle; the rule has conf idence 
1.0 and it is indeed correct. A similar rule is { 1 0 =>• 2 } that says that if there is a square then there is 
a triangle. Note that these t w o rules have a correct confidence but their support is actually higher. Th i s 
happens because the hexagon go t t w o identifiers (4 and 5) and the square a l so got t w o identifiers (7 and 10). 
This also originates the problem o f having repeated rules s ince { 5 => 2 } is the same as {4 => 2 } . 
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N o w , looking at larger rules w e see that the rule { 4 7 11} => {2} which says that an hexagon, a square 
and a circle imply a triangle is right. In fact, there is no image in this example in which these 3 shapes 
happen together and there is no triangle. A rule which has a lower confidence than 1 is { 2 11} => { 7 } . The 
confidence for this rule is actually lower because image 0 2 9 has a triangle and a circle but it does not have a 
square, as implied by the rule; this happened because the circle in this i m a g e w a s identified as object 6 and 
w a s not a lso identified as object 11 . 
S o m e of the rules are redundant as is the case for the rule { 5 =>• 4 } . This rule says an hexagon impl ies 
an hexagon. A n analog case is the rule for the square { 1 0 => 7 } . This problem is originated from the 
Blobwor ld system tht ass igns t w o blobs to the same shape. However , in larger col lect ions o f images it may 
b e the case that s o m e rule can be discovered with one blob and not with the other one and therefore this 
might be helpful. 
For this set o f images none o f the rules shown are false as can be verified. In s o m e cases Their support 
or confidence are higher or a bit lower because the objects were incorrectly matched; but that difference is 
not significant. It is important to note that running the program with the lowest poss ible support (10%) does 
produce several incorrect rules s ince any rule valid for one image b e c o m e s valid for the entire set. 
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I M A G E M I N I N G R E S U L T S 
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Figure 3: First part of images and blobs 
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Image: 108 object: 2 object: 10 object: 13 object: 14 object: 2 
object: 12 object 4 object: 7 object: 11 
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object: 5 object: 10 object: 13 object: 2 
object: 4 object: 7 object: 11 object: 15 object: 14 
Figure 4: Second part of images and blobs 
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Figure 5: Assoc iat ion rules for identified objects 
Range Content 
0 0 0 - 0 0 9 1 shape 
0 1 0 - 0 1 9 2 shapes 
0 2 0 - 0 2 9 3 shapes 
0 3 0 - 0 4 9 4 shapes 
1 0 0 - 1 0 9 5 shapes not overlapping without rectangle and L 
1 1 0 - 1 1 9 5 shapes with s o m e overlapping shapes 
120 -129 6 shapes not overlapping without L 
1 3 0 - 1 3 9 6 shapes with s o m e overlapping shapes 
1 4 0 - 1 4 9 7 shapes , most complex images 
Table 1: Image Content 
7 Experimental Results 
S y n t h e t i c I m a g e G e n e r a t i o n 
To test our image mining algorithm w e created synthetic images . We used synthetic images as a starting 
point in showing the feasibil ity of min ing images . A l so , with our constrained image set, w e can more readily 
determine the weaknesses and strengths of our approach. These images are 192x128 color JPEG format 
because the Blobworld software from U C B needed this specific s ize. It is important to note that this format 
uses a lossy compress ion scheme and thus image quality is deteriorated. This was not a problem for our 
synthetic images , but it may be a problem for images with rich information content, such as photographs. 
Our images contain a combinat ion o f plain geometric shapes. The seven shapes for our experiments 
were: triangle, circle, square, rectangle, hexagon, e l l ipse and an irregular shape similar to the letter L . 
Each of the shapes had a different uniform color and a black border. The background was a lways whi te . 
The texture for each shape was uniform with one exception, the irregular shape. For technical reasons t w o 
additional little objects were added to t w o oppos ing corners o f each image to delimit its s ize . T h e s e little 
objects are ignored by the feature extraction step because it discards objects w h o s e area d o e s not represent 
more than 2 % of the total image area. 
Each geometric shape has the s a m e s ize and color in each image where it appears. Al l shapes have a 
similar s ize with respect to each other. However, their posit ion and orientation can differ between i m a g e s . 
To make the mining process more interesting, in s o m e cases w e overlapped shapes or placed them very 
c lose to each other so they would s e e m to be part o f the same object by the segmentation algorithm. 
With the guidel ines mentioned above w e manually generated 100 basic images and w e replicated s o m e or 
all o f these images to obtain larger image sets for our experiments . In Table 1 w e show summary information 
for the images w e created. We partitioned images into c lasses according to their content complexi ty . Image 
id's be low 100 indicate easy to mine images and image id's greater than 100 mean difficult images , that 
is , images with c o m p l e x content. In the easy images w e have no more than 4 shapes plus the background. 
Shapes are in different pos i t ions but they are not c lose to each other and they are not overlapping either. For 
difficult images w e have up to 7 shapes plus the background. In this case shapes overlap and a lso may b e 
c lose to each other. This certainly makes the image mining process more difficult as w e shall see . We want 
to stress our synthetic images are not as c o m p l e x as images from the real world. This is a first attempt to 
mine association rules and thus w e created s imple images to carefully study the experimental results. 
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Category Manual Automatic 
N u m b e r o f associat ions 6 3 3 0 
Number of rules 3 3 0 4 4 
M a x i m u m associat ion s ize 6 4 
Average associat ion support 0 .45 0 . 4 3 
Average rule confidence 0 .80 0 .82 
Table 2: Manual versus automatic image content mining 
Hardware & Software 
We ran our experiments on a Sun Mult iprocessor (forge) computer with 4 processors (each running at 100 
M H z ) and 128 M B of R A M . The image mining program was written in Matlab and C. 
T h e feature extraction process is done in Matlab by the software w e obtained from U C B . Object 
identification and record creation were a lso done in Matlab. An html page is created in Matlab to interpret 
results. The asociat ion rules were obtained by a program written in C. 
Q u a l i t y o f resul ts 
W e should mention that there were no false association rules. It did not happen that an object w a s incorrectly 
identified and then a rule was generated with the incorrect identifier. In general when w e found a match 
be tween two objects they were the same shape. All the incorrect matches are filtered out by the support 
parameter and then the association rules are generated for objects correctly ideintified. A l s o , s o m e redundant 
matches happened because o f the b lobs that represented several shapes but these matches are filtered out by 
the rule support. 
In the fo l lowing table w e present a summary of our experimental results with 100 hundred images . We 
compare the results obtained by manually identifying objects in each image and then generating association 
rules from such identifiers (Manual Co lumn) against the results obtained by our current implementation 
(Automat ic Co lumn) . Ideally, our image mining algorithm should produce the same results as the manual 
process . S o , the table g ives a standpoint to assess the quality of our experimental results. For these 100 
i m a g e s unwanted matches, either incorrect or involving many objects , happened in at most 4 images , and 
therefore their support was wel l be low the min imum support frequency which w a s at 3 0 . 
These experiments were run using the same parameters for object identification as in our small example 
with 10 images . T h e parameters for object identification had the fo l lowing values . We set co lor standard 
deviat ion to 0 .5 , contrast standard deviation to 0.5 and anisotropy also to 0 .5 . The similarity threshold 
as needed by the similarity function w a s set to 0.6. We tuned these parameters after several experiments . 
T h e s e parameters maximized the number of associat ions and decreased the errors in unwanted matches . 
T h e association rule program was set to look for rules with a 3 0 % support and 7 0 % confidence. 
The background represents an object itself. S ince associat ion rules with the background were not 
interesting for our purposes it w a s e l iminated from consideration by the object identification step. It is 
important to note that this is done after objects have been identified. 
We tuned the object identification step to find similar objects changing values for several parameters 
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in the fo l lowing manner. T h e most important features used from each object were co lor and contrast. We 
a l lowed s o m e variance for co lor (0 .5) and the m a x i m u m al lowed variance for contrast (0 .5 ) . T h e anisotropy 
helped el iminate matches invo lv ing several geometric shapes. We ignored shape, because objects could be 
partially hidden and rotated. Pos i t ion was considered unimportant because objects could be anywhere in 
each image . Anisotropy and polarity were ignored because almost all our shapes had uniform texture. Area 
w a s given no weight because objects could be overlapping, and thus their area diminished; this can be useful 
to make perfect matches w h e n objects are apart from each other. 
A few rules had high support. One problem that arose during our experiments was that the same shape 
could have two different b lob descriptors, and these b lob descriptors could not be matched with t w o other 
descriptors for the s a m e shape in another image. This caused two problems. First, a rule cou ld be repeated 
because it related the s a m e shapes. Second, a rule did not have enough support and/or conf idence and 
therefore was discarded. S o , the rules found were correct and in many cases had an actual higher support 
and also higher confidence. 
To our surprise in s o m e cases there were no object matches because an object was very c lo se to another 
one or was located in a corner o f the image. When two or more objects were overlapping or very c lo se 
they were identified as a s ing le object. This changed the features stored in the blob. The problem was due 
to the el l ipsoidal shape o f the b lobs and the fact that when a geometric shape was located in a corner thta 
changed its anysotropy and polarity descriptors. Given a blob for an object very c lose to o n e corner means 
determining an adequate radius for the blob (i.e., e l l ipse) . 
Regular shapes such as the triangle, square and hexagon were easi ly matched across images : Th i s is a 
direct consequence o f the circular b lob representation produced when the image is segmented . In this case 
neither posit ion nor rotation affect the mining process at all. It w a s surprising that in s o m e cases there were 
no matches for the circle; in these cases it was in a corner or s o m e other shape was very c l o s e or overlapping. 
Another important aspect about shape is that w e do not use it as a parameter to mine images , but shape plays 
an important role during the segmentat ion step. S o , shape does affect the image mining results quality. 
The rectangle and the e l l ipse are the next shapes that are easi ly matched even though w e did not use the 
shape feature. The mos t compl icated shape was the L. In this case a number of factors affected matches . 
W h e n this shape w a s overlapped with other shapes a few matches were found because a b ig b lob w a s 
generated. A l s o , orientation changed dominant colors and contrast. When the L was c lose to another shape 
its colors were merged making it dissimilar to other L shaped objects. This suggests that irregular shapes in 
general make image min ing difficult. 
We worked with co lor images but it is also poss ible to use black and white images . Co lor and texture 
were important in min ing the geometr ic shapes w e created. However, w e ignored shape as ment ioned above . 
Shape may be more important for black and white images but more accurate shape descriptors, than those 
provided by the b lobs . 
Running time 
Feature extraction is s l o w and there are several reasons for this. If image s ize increases performance should 
degrade considerably s ince feature extraction is quadratic in image s ize . Nevertheless , this step is done only 
once and does not have to .be repeated to run the image mining algorithm several t imes . Object identification 
is fast. This is because the algorithm only compares unmatched objects and the number o f objects per 
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image is bounded. For our experimental results t ime for this step scales up wel l . Auxi l iary image creation 
is relatively s l o w but its t ime grows linearly s ince it is done on a per image basis . T h e t ime it takes to find 
rules is the lowest a m o n g all steps. If the image min ing program is run several t imes over the same image 
set only the t imes for the second and the fourth step should be considered since image features already exist 
and auxiliary images have already been created. 
Application 
Image mining can have an application with real i m a g e s . T h e current implementation can be used with a set 
o f images having the fo l lowing characteristics: 
• H o m o g e n e o u s . The images should have the same type of image content. For instance, the program 
can give use less results if s o m e images are landscapes, other images contain only people and the 
remaining images have only cars. 
• S imple image content. If the images are c o m p l e x they will produce blobs difficult to match. A l s o , the 
association rules obtained will be harder to interpret. A high number of colors , blurred boundaries 
between objects , large number of objects, significant difference in object s ize make the image mining 
process more prone to errors. 
• A few objects per image . If the number o f objects per image is greater than 10 then our current 
implementation would not give accurate results s ince Blobworld in most cases generates at most 12 
blobs per image . 
• N e w information. The image itself should should give information not already known. If all the 
information about the image is contained in associated alphanumeric data, then that data could be 
mined directly. 
8 Future Work 
Results obtained so far look promising but w e need to improve several aspects in our research effort. We 
are currently working on the fo l lowing tasks. 
We also need to analyze images with repeated geometr ic shapes. If w e want to obtain s imple association 
rules this can make our program more general. This can be done without further modification to what is 
working. However, if w e want to mine for more specific rules then w e would need to modify our algorithm. 
For instance, w e could try to get rules like the fo l lowing: if there are two rectangles and one square then w e 
are l ikely to find three triangles. The issues are the combinatorial growth of all the poss ibi l i t ies to mine and 
also a more complex type of condit ion. We wil l a l so study more deeply the problem o f mining images with 
more complex shapes such as the irregular one similar to the letter L. 
We need a systematic approach to determine an optimal similarity threshold or at least a c lose one . A 
very high threshold means only perfect matches are accepted. On the other hand, a very l o w similarity 
threshold may mean any object is similar to any other object. Finding the right similarity threshold for each 
image type looks l ike an interesting problem. Right n o w it is provided by the user but it can be changed to 
be tuned by the algorithm itself. A l s o , there are many w a y s to tune the eleven parameters to match blobs 
and the optimal tuning may be specific to image type. 
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There also exists the possibility of using other segmentation algorithms that could perform faster or better 
feature extraction. It is important to note that these algorithms should give a means to compare segmented 
regions and provide suitable parameters to perform object matching in order to be useful for image mining. 
From our experimental results it is clear that this step is a bottleneck for the overall performance of image 
mining. 
We can change the object identification algorithms to generate overlapping object associations using 
more features. Our algorithm currently generates partititons of objects, that is, if one object is considered 
similar To another one, the latter one will not be compared again. By generating overlapping associations 
we can find even more rules. For instance a red rectangular object may be considered similar to another 
rectangular object and at the same time be similar to another red object. Mining by position is also possible; 
for instance two objects in a certain position may imply another object to be in some other position. Since 
the software we are using for feature extraction produces eleven parameters to describe blobs we have 2 M 
possibilites to matph objects. 
9 Conclusions 
We presented a new algorithm to perform data mining on images and an initial experimental and performance 
study. The positive points about our algorithm to find association rules in images and its implementation 
include the following. It does not use domain knowledge, it is reasonably fast, it does not produce 
meaningless or false rules, it is automated for the most part. The negative points include: some valid rules 
are discarded because of low support, there are repeated rules because of different object id's, unwanted 
matches because of blobs representing several objects, slow feature extraction step, a careful tuning of 
several parameters is needed. 
We studied this problem in the context of data mining for databases. Our image mining algorithm has 4 
major steps: feature extraction, object identification, auxiliary image creation and identified object mining. 
The slowest part of image mining is the feature extraction step, which is really a part of the process of storing 
images in a CBIR system; and is done only once. The next slowest operation is creating the auxiliary blob 
images which is also done once. Object identification and association rule finding are fairly fast and scale up 
well with image set size. We also presented several improvements to our initial approach of image mining. 
Our experimental results are promising and show some potential for future study. Rules referring to 
specific objects are obtained regardless of object position, object orientation, and even object shape when 
one object is partially hidden. Image mining is feasible to obtain simple rules involving images with a few 
simple objects, but it needs human intervention and domain knowledge to get better results. 
Images contain a great deal of information, and thus the amount of knowledge that we can extract from 
them is enormous. This work is an attempt to combine association rules with automatically identified objects 
obtained from a matching process on segmented images. Although our experimental results are far from 
perfect we show that it is better to discover some reliable knowledge automatically than not discovering any 
new knowledge"at all. 
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